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We describe a method based on unfold/fold transformations that synthesizes positive logic
programs P (r) with the purpose of checking mechanically definitions of the form D(r) =
∀X(r(X) ⇔ Q Y R(X, Y )) where r is the relation defined by the formula Q Y R(X, Y ), X is a 
set of variables to be instantiated at runtime by ground terms, Q Y is a set of quantified
variables on infinite domains (Q is the quantifier) and R(X, Y ) a quantifier-free formula
in the language of a first-order logic theory. This work constitutes a first step towards the
construction of a new type of assertion checkers with the ability of handling restricted
forms of infinite quantification.
1. Introduction
An assertion is a logic formula representing a condition the program-being-tested must satisfy in each of its executions.
Current technology is not able to check assertions containing some kind of infinite quantification [36,40,5,29,33,30,61,50]. 
However, infinite quantification has shown to be a useful resource for expressing program states in a declarative way [20,
17,26,18]. For instance, the following assertion formalizes the subset relation between a program variable L and a program 
variable S where member(X, Y ) is true if a natural number X is included in a sequence of natural numbers Y and false 
otherwise:
∀E(member(E, L) ⇒ member(E, S))
Despite its simplicity, the sub-expression ∀E formalizes a quantification over the infinite set of natural numbers. This 
kind of quantification is not recognized by current assertion checkers.
To palliate this lack of expressivity in current assertion languages, we propose the use of a class of assertion definitions 
of the form D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ Q Y R(X, Y )) where r is the relation defined by the assertion Q Y R(X, Y ), X is a set of 
variables to be instantiated at runtime by ground terms, Q Y is a set of quantified variables on infinite domains (Q is the 
quantifier) and R(X, Y ) a quantifier-free formula in the language of a typed first-order logic theory. For instance,
D(subset) = ∀L, S(subset(L, S) ⇔ ∀E(member(E, L) ⇒ member(E, S)))
is an assertion definition written in the language of the following typed first-order logic theory:
* Corresponding author.




Nat generated by zero :→ Nat succ : Nat → Nat
Seq generated by empty :→ Seq seq : Nat × Seq → Seq
Predicates
Signature: id : Nat × Nat
Axioms:
1. id(zero, zero) ⇔ true 2. ∀(id(succ(X), zero) ⇔ f alse)
3. ∀(id(zero, succ(Y )) ⇔ f alse) 4. ∀(id(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇔ id(X, Y ))
Signature: member : Nat × Seq
Axioms:
5. ∀(member(E, empty) ⇔ f alse)
6. ∀(member(E, seq(X, Y )) ⇔ id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y ))
——————————————————————————————————————-
The rationale of our proposal is the following. Given an assertion definition D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ Q Y R(X, Y )), we pro-
pose to synthesize a positive logic program P (r) for checking (runtime) assertions of the form r(X)θ , being θ a ground 
substitution for X . The high-level design of P (r) will depend on the quantifier Q in D(r). If Q = ∀ then P (r) will 
be a program which searches for refutations and if Q = ∃ then P (r) will be a program which searches for proofs. In 
concrete terms, P (r) is implemented by a clause ∀(r(X) ⇐ r1(X, Y )) which defines r in terms of a new relation sym-
bol r1. This new relation is defined by a positive logic program P (r1) which is synthesized from an auxiliary specification 
S(r1) = ∀X, Y (r1(X, Y ) ⇔ ¬R(X, Y )) if Q = ∀ or from an auxiliary specification S(r1) = ∀X, Y (r1(X, Y ) ⇔ R(X, Y )) if Q = ∃. 
For instance, P (subset1) is synthesized from the following auxiliary specification:
S(subset1) = ∀E, L, S(subset1(E, L, S) ⇔ ¬(member(E, L) ⇒ member(E, S)))
For synthesizing positive logic programs, we follow the so-called transformational approach [19,20]. Most of the program 
synthesis methods proposed in the literature [3,14,16,19,20,28,43,47,49] are of theoretical nature or require human inter-
vention. By contrast, our proposal is similar in spirit to the ones described in [13,54] where programs are derived from a 
restricted class of specifications in a completely automatic manner.
Our synthesis method must satisfy two main requirements: (1) the synthesis process must be terminating, that is, P (r1)
must be synthesized in a finite amount of transformation steps and (2) the synthesized programs (i.e. P (r1)) must preserve 
total correctness wrt the class of goals ⇐ r1(X, Y )θ , that is, ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ is true if and only if P (r1) ∪ {⇐ r1(X, Y )θ} has an 
SLD-refutation [37].
In our example, P (assert1) has been synthesized after five transformation steps resulting the following program:
Synthesized program P (subset1)
————————————————————————————————————
∀(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇐ subset2(E, S) ∧ subset3(E, X))
∀(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇐ subset1(E, Y , S) ∧ subset4(E, X))
∀(subset1(E, empty, S) ⇐ subset5(E, S))
∀(subset2(E, seq(X, Y )) ⇐ subset2(E, Y ) ∧ subset4(E, X))
∀(subset2(E, empty) ⇐ subset7)
subset3(zero, zero) ⇐ subset9
∀(subset3(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇐ subset3(X, Y ))
∀(subset4(zero, succ(Y )) ⇐ subset9)
∀(subset4(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇐ subset4(X, Y ))
∀(subset4(succ(X), zero) ⇐ subset9)




Finally, P (subset) results from the union of P (subset1) and the clause which defines subset in terms of the new relation 
symbol subset1: ∀(subset(L, S) ⇐ subset1(E, L, S)).
As we will see in detail in Sect. 7, for checking a (runtime) assertion r(X)θ , we propose to compute P (r) ∪ {G}, being 
G the goal ⇐ r(X)θ and P (r) the synthesized program for checking D(r). Again, depending on the quantifier Q in D(r), 
we can distinguish two cases: (a) for Q = ∀, we have that r(X)θ is false if the empty answer is computed for P (r) ∪ {G}
(refutation) and r(X)θ is true if no answer is computed for P (r) ∪ {G} (impossibility of refutation) and (b) for Q = ∃, we have 
that r(X)θ is true if the empty answer is computed for P (r) ∪ {G} (proof ) and r(X)θ is false if no answer is computed for 
P (r) ∪ {G} (impossibility of proof ).
Fig. 1. Similarity between formula and pattern.
For instance, for checking a runtime assertion subset(seq(zero, empty), empty), we propose to compute P (subset) ∪ {⇐
subset(seq(zero, empty), empty)}. As we can verify, the empty answer results from this computation what means that 
subset(seq(zero, empty), empty) is false (refutation).
At this point, we illustrate the transformational nature of the synthesis method with a partial synthesis of P (subset1).
The synthesis of P (subset1) starts from an auxiliary specification S(subset1). The first transformation we apply to 
S(subset1) is to normalize its right-hand side into negated normal form (i.e. every negation occurring in the formula must 
be part of a literal) [44]:
(0) ∀E, L, S(subset1(E, L, S) ⇔ (member(E, L) ∧ ¬member(E, S)))
The next transformation is to unfold the resulting formula with respect to some of its atoms. In this example, the selected 
atom is member(E, L). The replacement of this atom by its definition (see the axioms of member in our example theory T ) 
gives the following result:
(1a) ∀E, X, Y , S(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇔
(id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S))
(1b) ∀E, S(subset1(E, empty, S) ⇔ ( f alse ∧ ¬member(E, S)))
In what follows, we show the folding of (1a). For (1b), the folding is done in a similar way.
The folding of (1a) begins with the inference of a pattern similar in form to (1a). This pattern is subset1(_1 , _2 , _3 ) ⇔
(member(_1 , _2 ) ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3 )), being _ i a placeholder for a variable. Fig. 1 shows graphically the similarity between 
the right-hand side of (1a) and the right-hand side of the inferred pattern.
As we will detail in Sect. 4, the similarity with respect to the pattern will allow to rewrite (1a) as follows:
(2a) ∀E, X, Y , S(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇔
(true ∧ ¬member(E, S)) ∧ id(E, X) ∨
(member(E, Y ) ∧ ¬member(E, S))︸ ︷︷ ︸
F
∧ ¬id(E, X))
We can now instantiate the inferred pattern with the variables of the sub-formula F resulting the following formula:
subset1(E, Y , S) ⇔ (member(E, Y ) ∧ ¬member(E, S))
and then to fold F in (2a):
(3a) ∀E, X, Y , S(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇔
(true ∧ ¬member(E, S))∧ id(E, X) ∨
subset1(E, Y , S) ∧ ¬id(E, X))
The synthesis continues by folding the remaining sub-formulae in (3a). This task requires the inference of additional 
patterns:
subset2(_1 , _2 ) ⇔ true ∧ ¬member(_1 , _2 )
subset3(_1 , _2 ) ⇔ id(_1 , _2 )
subset4(_1 , _2 ) ⇔ ¬id(_1 , _2 )
The result of the whole folding is:
Table 1
NNF rewriting rules.
¬(φ ⇔ ψ) → (¬φ ∧ ψ) ∨ (φ ∧ ¬ψ) ¬(φ ∨ ψ) → ¬φ ∧ ¬ψ
¬(φ ⇒ ψ) → (φ ∧ ¬ψ) ¬¬φ → φ
¬(φ ∧ ψ) → ¬φ ∨ ¬ψ
(4a) ∀E, X, Y , S(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇔
subset2(E, S) ∧ subset3(E, X) ∨
subset1(E, Y , S) ∧ subset4(E, X))
From (4a), we can finally derive the following clauses of P (subset1):
∀(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇐ subset2(E, S) ∧ subset3(E, X))
∀(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇐ subset1(E, Y , S) ∧ subset4(E, X))
In a similar way, the synthesis of (1b) generates the clause:
∀(subset1(E, empty, S) ⇐ subset5(E, S))
As we can see, the synthesis of (1a) (and of (1b)) generates new relation symbols (i.e. subset2, subset3 and subset4) that 
have to be synthesized in subsequent iterations until completing all clauses of P (subset1).
The remainder of this paper has been organized in the following manner. Sect. 2 introduces basic notations and defi-
nitions. In Sect. 3, we formalize a class of assertion definitions containing infinite quantification. In Sect. 4, we define an 
unfold/fold transformation step based on the concept of similarity between a formula and a pattern. In Sect. 5, we define 
the synthesis of an assertion definition as a finite sequence of unfold/fold transformation steps. To validate the feasibility 
of our proposal, we have constructed an experimental synthesizer. In Sect. 6, we show the results of multiple synthesis 
experiments with assertions taken from the literature. Once defined the manner of synthesizing positive logic programs, we 
define in Sect. 7 the manner of checking assertions with such programs. In Sect. 8, we focus on related works and finally, 
in Sect. 9, we establish the conclusions. We have added an appendix which includes the proofs of the main results, the set 
of predicate specifications used in our experiments and the logic program which results from the synthesis of a non-trivial 
assertion definition.
2. Notation and preliminary definitions
In this section, we introduce the notation followed in this paper and a set of basic definitions.
For writing logic formulae, we will use the following symbols: ¬ (negation), ∧ (and), ∨ (or), ⇒ (implication), ⇐ (im-
plication), ⇔ (equivalence), ∀ (universal quantifier) and ∃ (existential quantifier). Variables are denoted by letters in upper 
case (E , L, etc). Sets of variables are also denoted by letters in upper case. The context will aid to decide between the 
reference to a variable and the reference to a set of variables. Constant and function symbols are denoted by words in lower 
case (zero, succ, empty, seq, etc). Relation symbols (predicates) are denoted by words in lower case (member, nocc, etc).
Variables and constants are terms. If f is a function symbol and t1, ..., tn are terms, then f (t1, ..., tn) is a term. For 
instance, succ(X) is a term. A ground term is a term without any variable. For instance, succ(zero) is a ground term. A ground 
substitution is a substitution whose terms are all ground.
An atom (or atomic formula) is a predicate symbol defined on a sequence of terms. For instance, member(E, empty) is an 
atom. Every atom is a formula. If F and G are formulae, then ¬F , F ∧ G , F ∨ G , F ⇒ G , F ⇐ G , F ⇔ G , ∀X(F ) and ∃X(F ) are 
formulae. If p(t1, ..., tn) is an atom, then p(t1, ..., tn) is its positive literal, ¬p(t1, ..., tn) is its negative literal, and these two 
literals are said to be complements of each other. A ground atom is an atom without any variable. We can define existential 
quantification in function of universal quantification or universal quantification in function of existential quantification:
∃X(F ) stands for ¬∀X(¬F )
∀X(F ) stands for ¬∃X(¬F )
In Q X(F ), F is called the scope of the quantifier Q . The occurrence of a variable out of the scope of a quantifier is known 
as free variable. For instance, in ∀E(member(E, L) ⇒ member(E, S)), L and S are free variables. A quantifier-free formula is a 
formula without quantification. We will denote by F (X) a formula F whose set of free variables is X . The quantification of 
all free variables in a formula is known as closure. We denote by Q (F ) the Q -closure of a quantifier-free formula F , being 
Q the quantifier. For instance, ∀(member(E, L) ⇒ member(E, S)) is the ∀-closure of member(E, L) ⇒ member(E, S).
A formula is said to be in negated normal form (NNF) if and only if each of its negation symbols occurs as part of a 
literal [44]. This normal form can be achieved by applying recurrently the rules shown in Table 1.
For instance, the formula ∀E, L, S(subset1(E, L, S) ⇔ ¬(member(E, L) ⇒ member(E, S)) is not in NNF. By applying 
the rules in Table 1 we can transform it into an equivalent one in NNF: ∀E, L, S(subset1(E, L, S) ⇔ (member(E, L) ∧
¬member(E, S)).
A clause is formula of the form ∀(A1 ∨ ... ∨ Ak ∨ ¬B1 ∨ ... ∨ ¬Bn) where A1, ..., Ak, B1, ..., Bn are atoms. Because clauses 
are so common in logic programming, it will be convenient to denote it by A1, ..., Ak ⇐ B1, ..., Bn .
A definite clause is a clause of the form A ⇐ B1, ..., Bn . A is called the head and B1, ..., Bn is called the body of the clause. 
A unit clause is a definite clause of the form A ⇐.
A definite (or positive) logic program is a finite set of definite clauses. A definite goal is a clause of the form ⇐ B1, ..., Bn
where B1, ..., Bn are atoms.
3. The specification formalism
This section is devoted to the formalization of a class of assertions with infinite quantification. For the purpose of
checking assertions mechanically, we restrict the assertion language to a class of theories adapted to the synthesis of logic 
programs by unfold/fold transformations.
In a first approximation, a theory is a specification of a (finite) set of types and predicates. Every type defines a domain 
of ground terms recursively generated from a set of constants and function symbols. A predicate specification S(r) consists 
of a signature for a predicate (or relation symbol) r and a set of if-and-only-if axioms of the form ∀(r(X) ⇔ R(Y )) where 
r(X) is an atom called the left-hand side of the axiom and R(Y ) is a quantifier-free first-order logic formula called the 
right-hand side of the axiom. In the language of a theory, we also count with two propositional constants, true and f alse, 
corresponding to the truth values, true and false, respectively.
In the rest of this paper, we denote by lhs(Ax)(rhs(Ax)) the left-hand side (right-hand side) of an if-and-only-if axiom Ax.




Nat generated by zero :→ Nat succ : Nat → Nat
Seq generated by empty :→ Seq seq : Nat × Seq → Seq
Predicates
Signature: id : Nat × Nat
Axioms:
1. id(zero, zero) ⇔ true 2. ∀(id(succ(X), zero) ⇔ f alse)
3. ∀(id(zero, succ(Y )) ⇔ f alse) 4. ∀(id(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇔ id(X, Y ))
Signature: nocc : Nat × Seq × Nat
Axioms:
5. ∀(nocc(E, empty, N) ⇔ id(N, zero))
6. ∀(nocc(E, seq(X, Y ), zero) ⇔ ¬id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , zero))
7. ∀(nocc(E, seq(X, Y ), succ(N)) ⇔ id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , N)∨
¬id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , succ(N)))
Signature: member : Nat × Seq
Axioms:
8. ∀(member(E, empty) ⇔ f alse)
9. ∀(member(E, seq(X, Y )) ⇔ id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y ))
——————————————————————————————————————–
A term of type τ is defined inductively as follows: (a) a variable of type τ is a term of type τ , (b) a constant of type τ
is a term of type τ , (c) if f is a function symbol of type τ1 × ... × τn → τ and ti is a term of type τi , with i = 1..n, then 
f (t1, ..., tn) is a term of type τ . A typed (well-formed) formula is defined inductively as follows: (a) if p is a predicate symbol 
of type τ1 × ... × τn and ti is a term of type τi , with i = 1..n, then p(t1, ..., tn) is a typed atomic formula, (b) if F and G are 
typed formulas, then ¬F , F ∧ G , F ∨ G , F ⇒ G , F ⇔ G , F ⇐ G are typed formulas and (c) if F is a typed formula then ∀(F )
and ∃(F ) are typed formulas.
The Herbrand universe of a theory T , UT , is the set of all possible (well-typed) ground terms we can construct by taking 
the set of constants and function symbols declared in T . For instance, UT1 = {zero, succ(zero), ...}. The Herbrand base of a 
theory T , BT , is the set of all possible (well-typed) ground atoms we can construct by taking all predicate symbols in T
with arguments in UT .
A partial interpretation I is a consistent set of literals whose atoms are in the Herbrand base of T . A total interpretation
is a partial interpretation that contains every atom of the Herbrand base or its negation. A ground literal is true in I when 
this is in I and it is false in I when its complement is in I .
The instantiation of an axiom Ax in a theory T , denoted by AxH , is the set of all formulae which results from substituting 
terms in the Herbrand universe of T for variables in Ax in every possible way. A Herbrand instantiation of a theory T , TH , 
is the set of formulae obtained by substituting each axiom in T by its instantiation. An instantiated theory may well be 
infinite.
A total model M of a theory T is a total interpretation which satisfies every axiom in TH . Given a theory T with a total 
model M, we have:
T |= ∃(G) iff T |= Gθ , for some θ
T |= ∀(G) iff T |= Gθ , for every θ
T |= L iff L ∈ M
T |= ¬F iff T |= F
T |= F ∧ G iff T |= F and T |= G
T |= F ∨ G iff T |= F or T |= G
T |= F ⇒ G iff T |= ¬F ∨ G
T |= F ⇔ G iff T |= F ⇒ G and T |= G ⇒ F
with L as a ground literal, F and G as two formulae in the language of T and θ as a ground substitution with terms taken 
from UT .
3.1. The consistency of a theory
In relation to the consistency problem, we recall at this point the concepts of call-consistency [34,52] and first-order 
program [53].
The concept of call-consistency is primarily defined for general logic programs. A general logic program is call-consistent
if no predicate calls itself through an odd number of negative goals [52]. It is proved that call-consistency guarantees 
the consistency in two-valued logic [34,52]. Sato extends this result to first-order logic theories  ∪ , being  a base 
theory which defines a set of primitive predicates in a consistent way and  a call-consistent first-order program [53]. 
A first-order program is a finite set of predicate definitions, one for each predicate. A predicate definition is a formula of the 
form ∀(p(x1, ..., xn) ⇔ F ) where x1, ..., xn are distinct variables and F a first-order formula whose free variables are among 
x1, ..., xn . The purpose of first-order programs is to allow a user to define new predicates on top of old ones. For a first-order 
program , we can define the signed dependency among its predicate symbols [34,52], denoted by p >+ q (p depends on q
positively) and p >− q (p depends on q negatively), respectively, as the least relation satisfying:
p >+ q iff p + q, or for some r, p + q and r >+ q, or p − q and r >− q
p >− q iff p − q, or for some r, p + q and r >− q, or p − q and r >+ q
where p + q(p − q) iff there is a predicate definition p(X) ⇔ F in  such that q occurs positively (negatively) in F .
A first-order program  is call-consistent if we never have p >− p for any p in . According to [53], a first-order logic 
theories  ∪  is consistent if  is consistent and  is call-consistent.
It is not difficult to see that the concept of predicate definition given in [53] is similar to our concept of predi-
cate specification. At this point, we focus on total and non-overlapping predicate specifications. We say that a predicate 
specification S(r) in a theory T is total iff, for every atom A ∈ BT defined on r, there exists one axiom in TH whose 
left-hand side is A. We say that a predicate specification S(r) is non-overlapping iff, for any pair of axioms Ax1, Ax2 ∈ S(r), 
lhs(Ax1)H ∩ lhs(Ax2)H = ∅. For instance, every predicate specification in T1 (Example 1) is total and non-overlapping.
A total and non-overlapping predicate specification can be translated to an equivalent predicate definition by following 
the method given by Clark for the completion of a predicate in logic programming [11]. For instance, S(member) in T1 (Ex-
ample 1) can be translated to the following predicate definition, being idSeq the identity for sequences of natural numbers.
Signature: member : Nat × Seq
Axioms:
∀(member(E, L) ⇔
∃X, Y (idSeq(L, empty) ∧ f alse ∨
idSeq(L, seq(X, Y )) ∧ (id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y ))))
Any theory in our formalism can now be translated to a first-order theory  ∪  as in [53]. In order to do so, we design 
 as a base theory which includes the types of the original theory and, for each of these types, a total and non-overlapping 
specification of an identity relation. Then, for every predicate symbol in the original theory distinct from an identity, we 
translate its (total and non-overlapping) specification into an equivalent predicate definition in . For instance, theory T1 in 




Nat generated by zero :→ Nat succ : Nat → Nat
Seq generated by empty :→ Seq seq : Nat × Seq → Seq
Predicates
Signature: id : Nat × Nat
Axioms:
1. id(zero, zero) ⇔ true 2. ∀(id(succ(X), zero) ⇔ f alse)
3. ∀(id(zero, succ(Y )) ⇔ f alse) 4. ∀(id(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇔ id(X, Y ))
Signature: idSeq : Seq × Seq
Axioms:
5. idSeq(empty, empty) ⇔ true
6. ∀(idSeq(seq(X, Y ), empty) ⇔ f alse)
7. ∀(idSeq(empty, seq(V , W )) ⇔ f alse)
8. ∀(idSeq(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W )) ⇔ id(X, V ) ∧ idSeq(Y , W ))
——————————————————————————————————————
and  the following call-consistent first-order program:
First-order Program 
—————————————————————————————————————————————
Signature: nocc : Nat × Seq × Nat
Axioms:
9. ∀(nocc(E, L, K ) ⇔
∃X, Y , N(idSeq(L, empty) ∧ id(K , N) ∧ id(N, zero) ∨
idSeq(L, seq(X, Y )) ∧ id(K , zero) ∧ ¬id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , zero) ∨
idSeq(L, seq(X, Y )) ∧ id(K , succ(N)) ∧ ((id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , N))∨
(¬id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , succ(N))))))
Signature: member : Nat × Seq
Axioms:
10. ∀(member(E, L) ⇔
∃X, Y (idSeq(L, empty) ∧ f alse ∨
idSeq(L, seq(X, Y )) ∧ (id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y ))))
—————————————————————————————————————————————
When checking an assertion, we want to know if this is either true or false (undefined situations are not of our interest). 
This is the reason why we are interested in theories having total models.
Let T be a theory where every predicate specification is total and non-overlapping. Then, T has a total model if it can be translated 
to a theory  ∪ , being  a consistent base theory and  a call-consistent first-order program (see Theorem 1 in the appendix).
In what follows, we define two key concepts of our formalism: the form of a formula and the construction of evaluations.
3.2. The form of a formula
The form of a formula is a key concept for developing unfold/fold transformations in a completely automatic manner. 
In our proposal, the form of a formula is encoded by an f-formula. An f-formula F is the expression which results from 
replacing each variable occurrence in a quantifier-free formula F by the symbol _ . The symbol _ is called f-variable. For 
instance, id(_ , zero) and ¬id(succ(_ ), _ ) ∧ nocc(_ , _ , zero) are f-formulae. Colloquially, we will say that a formula F “is of 
the form” F. Every atom A in a formula F will produce an expression A in F called f-atom. In a similar way, every term t
in F will produce an expression t in F called f-term. We will call f-axiom Ax to the f-formula resulting from an axiom Ax
after removing quantification.
Let t and s be two f-terms. We say that s subsumes t (equivalently, t is subsumed by s), denoted by t ≺ s, iff (a) t =
f (t1, ..., tn) (n = 0 means that f is a constant) and s is an f-variable or (b) t = f (t1, ..., tn) and s = f (s1, ..., sn) and there 
exists a non-empty subset S ⊆ {1..n} such that (b.1) ti ≺ si for every i ∈ S and (b.2) t j is identical to s j for every j ∈
({1..n} − S). For instance,
seq(zero, _ ) ≺ seq(_ , _ ) seq(zero, _ ) ≺ _
The subsumption relation ≺ can be extended to f-atoms in a similar way. For instance, id(_ , succ(zero)) ≺ id(_ , _ ) and 
id(zero, succ(zero)) ≺ id(zero, succ(_ )). Given a chain of f-atoms α = A1 ≺ A2 ≺ ... ≺ Ak , we say that A1 is the lower f-atom
in α, Ak is the upper f-atom in α and any A j , with j = 2..k, is a non-lower f-atom in α.
We say that an f-atom A occurs explicitly in a theory T iff there is some axiom in T containing an atom whose form is 
equal to A.
An f-atom A j is said to be induced from two f-atoms Ai and Ak which occur explicitly in a theory T iff A j does not 
occur explicitly in T and Ai ≺ A j ≺ Ak . We say that a chain α = A1 ≺ A2 ≺ ... ≺ Ak is complete in a theory T iff (a) A1 occurs 
explicitly in T and there is not any f-atom occurring explicitly in T lesser than A1, (b) Ak occurs explicitly in T and there 
Fig. 2. Derivation tree.
is not any f-atom occurring explicitly in T greater than Ak and (c) every f-atom occurring between A1 and Ak is either an 
f-atom occurring explicitly in T or an induced f-atom from A1 and Ak .
For instance, the following chain is complete in T1 (see Example 1) (the induced f-atoms have been marked with the
symbol ∗):
α = id(zero, zero) ≺ id(zero, _ )∗ ≺ id(_ , _ )
We say that an f-atom A occurs in a theory T iff A is member of some complete chain of T . For instance, the f-atoms 
id(zero, zero), id(zero, _ ) and id(_ , _ ) occur in T1 (Example 1).
In what follows, we will denote by lhs(Ax) the f-atom which results from lhs(Ax), the left-hand side of Ax and by rhs(Ax)
the f-formula which results from rhs(Ax), the right-hand side of Ax.
Let Axi and Ax j be two any axioms in a specification S(r). Let ti,1..ti,n and t j,1..t j,n be the parameters in lhs(Axi) and 
lhs(Ax j) respectively. We say that S(r) is regular iff, for every k = 1..n, either ti,k = t j,k or ti,k ⊀ t j,k and t j,k ⊀ ti,k , being ti,k
and t j,k the respective term patterns of ti,k and t j,k . For instance, S(nocc) is not regular in T1 (Example 1). Considering 
lhs(Ax5) and lhs(Ax6), we can see that neither t5,3 = t6,3 nor t5,3 ⊀ t6,3 and t6,3 ⊀ t5,3 (in fact, t5,3 = _ and t6,3 = zero). This 
also applies to lhs(Ax5) and lhs(Ax7). We can always transform a non-regular specification into a regular one by specializing 
its axioms. In what follows, we show the regular version of S(nocc). As we can see, axioms 5 and 6 in the regular version 
result from the specialization of axiom 5 in the non-regular version (Example 1).
5. ∀(nocc(E, empty, zero) ⇔ true)
6. ∀(nocc(E, empty, succ(N)) ⇔ f alse)
7. ∀(nocc(E, seq(X, Y ), zero) ⇔ ¬id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , zero))
8. ∀(nocc(E, seq(X, Y ), succ(N)) ⇔ id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , N)∨
¬id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , succ(N)))
3.3. The construction of evaluations
The construction of evaluations is another key concept in our proposal.
We will use the notation F PQ to denote the replacement of a sub-formula P in F by a formula Q . Let Ax = ∀(r(X) ⇔ R(Y ))
be an axiom in a theory, A an atom in a formula ∀(G) and θ the most general unifier (mgu) of A and lhs(Ax), the left-hand 
side of Ax. Then, the formula ∀(Gθ AθR(Y )θ ) is called derivation from A in ∀(G) using Ax and θ .
A derivation tree for a formula ∀(G) in the context of a theory T , denoted by ∀(G),T , is a tree satisfying the following 
conditions: (a) the root is G and (b) each branch β is a sequence G0 = G , G1, ... of formulae. The construction of β is based 
on the use of a sequence Ax1, Ax2, ... of (variants of) axioms in T and a sequence θ1, θ2, ... of mgu’s such that each Gi+1 is 
derived from Gi using Axi+1 and θi+1.
Every branch β in ∀(G),T derives an instance of ∀(G), ∀(Gθ), being θ the sequential composition of the mgu’s used in β . 
A derivation tree is finite if it has a finite number of branches and each branch is finite. The last formula in a finite branch 
is called leaf formula. Let ∀(G),T be a finite derivation tree and let ∀(Gθ1),...,∀(Gθk) be the set of instances of ∀(G) derived 
from the respective branches β1,...,βk in ∀(G),T . We say that ∀(G),T is complete iff ∀(G)H = ∀(Gθ1)H ∪ ... ∪ ∀(Gθk)H . For 
instance, the derivation tree shown in Fig. 2 is complete. Each derivation step has been annotated with the identification of 
the axiom in its corresponding theory (i.e. T1) and the mgu.
We say that a complete derivation tree ∀(G),T is a positive evaluation of ∀(G) in T , denoted by T  ∀(G), if every 
branch in ∀(G),T ends with the leaf formula true (success branch). We say that ∀(G),T is a negative evaluation of ∀(G), 
denoted by T  ¬∀(G), if, at least, one branch in ∀(G),T ends with the leaf formula f alse (failure branch). The existence 
in ∀(G),T of, at least, one success branch means that ∃(G) follows from T , denoted by T  ∃(G). When every branch in 
∀(G),T is a failure branch then ¬∃(G) follows from T , denoted by T  ¬∃(G).
We extend predicate specifications with evaluation signatures. An evaluation signature for a predicate symbol r, ev(r), is a 
signature for r extended with annotations ↓ in its parameters. For instance, member : Nat × Seq ↓ is an evaluation signature 
for the predicate member. We say that an atom A defined upon r instantiates an evaluation signature ev(r) if every parameter 
annotated with ↓ in ev(r) corresponds with a ground term in A. For instance, the atom member(E, empty) instantiates 
member : Nat × Seq ↓ but the atom member(E, L) does not instantiate member : Nat × Seq ↓.
We say that a predicate specification S(r) is evaluable in a theory T wrt an evaluation signature ev(r) iff, for every 
atom A that instantiates ev(r), there exists an evaluation of ∀(A) in T .
The writing of evaluable specifications is a responsibility of the specifier. In the theory shown in Example 2 (page 9), the 
existence of evaluations is due to the use of well-founded recursive definitions: the parameters annotated with ↓ in each 
evaluation signature have been considered as recursive parameters in the corresponding specification. Also, we have used 
well-founded recursive definitions but in an indirect manner in the writing of S(odd) and S(even) in theory T3 (Example 3, 
page 10). In any way, we do not impose any specific manner of ensuring the existence of evaluations. We simply assume the existence 
of these. In the literature, we can find multiple references which may assist in this sense [39,1,16].
It is useful to have some syntactic criterion for checking whether a theory can preserve the construction of evaluations. 
The propagation of an evaluation signature ev(r) to an axiom Ax is the expression which results from the following sequence 
of actions:
1. Every parameter t in the left-hand side of Ax corresponding with a parameter ↓ in ev(r) is replaced by t↓.
2. Every parameter t in the right-hand side of Ax is replaced by t↓ if t↓ occurs in the left-hand side of Ax.
We will assume that a term t↓ propagates the annotation ↓ to each of its sub-terms. For instance, seq(X, Y ) ↓ implies
X↓ and Y↓. For instance, the propagation of the evaluation signature member : Nat × Seq ↓ (Example 2) to the axioms in 
S(member) produces the following expressions:
∀(member(E, empty↓) ⇔ f alse)
∀(member(E, seq(X, Y )↓) ⇔ id(E, X↓) ∨ member(E, Y↓))
We say that an atom A defined upon r with annotations ↓ matches an evaluation signature ev(r) if every parameter 
annotated with ↓ in ev(r) corresponds with a parameter annotated with ↓ in A. For instance, the atom member(E, Y↓)
matches ev(member).
We say that a theory T preserves the construction of evaluations if, after propagating its evaluation signatures to the 
axioms, all resulting atoms match evaluation signatures in T . For instance, the theory shown in Example 2 preserves the 
construction of evaluations.
3.4. The formalization of the theory
Once introduced the main auxiliary concepts, we focus on the formalization of a theory.
Definition 1 (Theory). A theory T is an axiomatization of a set of types and a set of predicate specifications satisfying the 
following properties:
(1) Every predicate specification S(r) in T is total and non-overlapping. Additionally, T can be translated to a theory
 ∪ , being  a consistent base theory and  call-consistent first-order program.
(2) Every axiom Ax in any predicate specification is of the form ∀(r(X) ⇔ R(Y )) where Y ⊆ X .
(3) Every predicate specification S(r) is regular.
(4) For every axiom Ax, lhs(Ax), the form of the left-hand side of Ax, is a lower f-atom occurring in T and every f-atom
in the rhs(Ax), the form of the right-hand side of Ax, is a non-lower f-atom occurring in T .
(5) T preserves the construction of evaluations.
(6) Every predicate specification S(r) is evaluable for each of its evaluation signatures.
Property (1) is needed to ensure the consistency of T (see Theorem 1 in the appendix). Properties (2), (3) and (4) are intended 
to satisfy two additional requirements: the method for synthesizing logic programs from T must be terminating (see Theorem 3 in 
the appendix) and must preserve semantics (see Theorem 4 in the appendix). Properties (5) and (6) are intended to satisfy a third 
requirement: the execution of a synthesized program must be terminating (see Theorem 5 in the appendix). It is important to remark 
that both property (1) (in particular, its second part) and property (6) require human ingenuity. All other properties are syntactical and 
therefore verifiable by machine.





Nat generated by zero :→ Nat succ : Nat → Nat
Seq generated by empty :→ Seq seq : Nat × Seq → Seq
Predicates
Predicate signature: id : Nat × Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. id : Nat × Nat↓, 2. id : Nat↓×Nat
Axioms:
1. id(zero, zero) ⇔ true 2. ∀(id(succ(X), zero) ⇔ f alse)
3. ∀(id(zero, succ(Y )) ⇔ f alse) 4. ∀(id(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇔ id(X, Y ))
Predicate signature: nocc : Nat × Seq × Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. nocc : Nat × Seq↓ ×Nat
Axioms:
5. ∀(nocc(E, empty, zero) ⇔ true)
6. ∀(nocc(E, empty, succ(N)) ⇔ f alse)
7. ∀(nocc(E, seq(X, Y ), zero) ⇔ ¬id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , zero))
8. ∀(nocc(E, seq(X, Y ), succ(N)) ⇔ id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , N)∨
¬id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , succ(N)))
Predicate signature: member : Nat × Seq
Evaluation signature: 1. member : Nat × Seq↓
Axioms:
9. ∀(member(E, empty) ⇔ f alse)
10. ∀(member(E, seq(X, Y )) ⇔ id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y ))
—————————————————————————————————————–
An alternative sufficient condition for showing the consistency of a theory based on the notion of evaluation can be 
considered at this point.
Every theory which satisfies properties (1) and (6) in Definition 1 has a total model (see Theorem 2 in the appendix).
A formula whose atoms all match evaluation signatures in a theory has derivation trees containing only atoms which instantiate 
evaluation signatures in that theory (see Lemma 1 in the appendix).
A formula has an evaluation in a theory if each of its atoms instantiates an evaluation signature in that theory (see Lemma 2 in the 
appendix).
It is interesting to remark that stratification [37] is not a requirement for our theories. In Example 3, we show a non-
stratified theory which satisfies all properties in Definition 1.




Nat generated by zero :→ Nat succ : Nat → Nat
Predicates
Predicate signature: odd : Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. odd : Nat↓
Axioms:
1. odd(zero) ⇔ f alse 2.∀(odd(succ(X)) ⇔ ¬even(succ(X)))
Predicate signature: even : Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. even : Nat↓
Axioms:
3. even(zero) ⇔ true 4. even(succ(zero)) ⇔ f alse
5. ∀(even(succ(succ(X))) ⇔ ¬odd(X))
————————————————————————————————————-
Once defined the class of logic theories, we precise the concept of assertion definition.
Definition 2 (Assertion definition). Let T be a theory written according to Definition 1. An assertion definition D(r) is a formula 
of the form ∀X(r(X) ⇔ Q Y R(X, Y )) where r is the relation defined by the assertion Q Y R(X, Y ), X is a set of variables 
to be instantiated at runtime by ground terms, Q Y is a set of quantified variables on infinite domains (Q is a universal 
or existential quantifier), R(X, Y ) a quantifier-free formula whose atoms all have the form of non-lower f-atoms occurring 
in T and every atom in R(X↓, Y ) matches an evaluation signature in T .
In Example 4, we show a set of assertion definitions. These definitions have been written from a set of typical assertions 
taken from the literature [26,42,18,45]. Additionally, we have included a set of predicate specifications in the appendix 
(Example 10) in order to clarify the formal semantics of such definitions.
Example 4 (Assertion definitions).
D(subset) = ∀(subset(L, S) ⇔ ∀E(member(E, L) ⇒ member(E, S)))
D(perm) = ∀(perm(L, S) ⇔ ∀E, N(nocc(E, L, N) ⇔ nocc(E, S, N)))
D(plateau) = ∀(plateau(S, N) ⇔ ∃S(pref ix(S, L) ∧ eqs(S) ∧ size(S, N)))
D(swap) = ∀(swap(L, R) ⇔ ∃S, M(append(R, S, L) ∧ append(M, R, L)))
D(ordpref ix) = ∀(ordpref ix(L, N) ⇔ ∃S(opref ix(S, L) ∧ size(S, N)))
D(partition) = ∀(partition(L, S, R, P ) ⇔ (append(S, R, L) ∧ lts(S, P ) ∧ ges(R, P )))
D(ord) = ∀(ord(L) ⇔ ∀N, E, F ((elem(N, L, E) ∧ elem(succ(N), L, F ))
⇒ le(E, F )))
D(sublist) = ∀(sublist(S, L) ⇔ ∃R(append(S, R, L)))
(Informal semantics) The relation subset(L, S) is true iff every element E which is member of L is also member of S
[18], the relation perm(L, S) is true iff for any element E , the number of occurrences of E in L is equal to the number of 
occurrences of E in S and vice versa [26,42,45], the relation plateau(S, N) is true iff S is a subsequence of L with size N
whose values are all equal [26], the relation swap(L, R) is true iff R is a subsequence of L and the remaining part of L can 
be swapped with R again resulting L, the relation opref ix(L, N) is true iff there is some ordered prefix in L of size N , the 
relation partition(L, P ) is true iff the pivot P partitions L into a subsequence S where every element is less than P and a 
subsequence R where every element is greater than or equal to P [26,18], the relation ord(S) is true iff the elements in S
are in ascending order [26,18] and the relation sublist(S, L) is true iff S is a prefix of L.
At this point, we can precise the concepts of assertion satisfaction and assertion evaluation.
Definition 3 (Assertion satisfaction). Let T be a theory written according to Definition 1, D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ Q Y R(X, Y )) an 
assertion definition written in the language of T and θ a ground substitution for X . We say that an assertion r(X)θ is 
satisfied in T if and only if T |= Q Y R(X, Y )θ .
Definition 4 (Assertion evaluation). Let T be a theory written according to Definition 1, D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ Q Y R(X, Y )) an 
assertion definition written in the language of T and θ a ground substitution for X . We say that an assertion r(X)θ has a 
positive evaluation in T if and only if T  Q Y R(X, Y )θ . We say that r(X)θ has a negative evaluation in T if and only if 
T  ¬Q Y R(X, Y )θ .
Definition 5 (Inferred pattern). Let F be a quantifier-free formula in NNF written in the language of a theory T with free 
variables x1, ..., xn . Let F be the f-formula corresponding to F where every variable xi in F has been translated to an 
f-variable _i in F and let r be a relation symbol not occurring in T . Then, the f-formula r(_1,...,_n)⇔F(_1,...,_n) is said to be
a pattern inferred from F .
For instance, subset1(_1 , _2 , _3 ) ⇔ (member(_1 , _2 ) ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3 )) is a pattern inferred from the formula 
member(E, L) ∧ ¬member(E, S).
Definition 6 (Auxiliary specification). Let A ⇔ F be a pattern inferred from a quantifier-free formula F and E v a set of 
evaluation signatures, one signature for each relation symbol occurring in F . From these elements, we can construct an 
auxiliary definition as follows:
1. E v is propagated to the respective atoms in F .
2. Each f-variable in F is replaced by the respective variable in F .
3. The replacements in 1 and 2 are propagated to A. This step allows to infer both the predicate signature and the
evaluation signature.
4. Finally, we close the resulting formula in 3 with a universal quantifier and then we remove all its evaluation annotations.
For instance, the following auxiliary specification has been generated from the pattern subset1(_1 , _2 , _3 ) ⇔
(member(_1 , _2 ) ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3 )) and the set of evaluation signatures, E v = {member : Nat × Seq ↓}. The pattern has 
been inferred from a formula member(E, L) ∧ ¬member(E, S).
Predicate signature: subset1 : Nat × Seq × Seq
Evaluation signature: 1. subset1 : Nat × Seq↓ ×Seq↓
Axioms:
∀(subset1(E, L, S) ⇔ member(E, L) ∧ ¬member(E, S))
Auxiliary specifications can be used to extend theories in a conservative way (see Corollary 3 in the appendix).
Fig. 3. Unfolding step. Complete derivation tree satisfying the unfolding condition.
4. Unfold/fold transformations
This section defines a particular unfold/fold transformation step based on the concept of similarity between a formula
and an f-formula (pattern). This transformation step has been designed to avoid any human intervention. Internally, the 
unfold/fold transformation step is structured by an unfolding step followed by a folding step to each formula generated in 
the unfolding step.
4.1. The unfolding step
The goal of the unfolding step is to derive a set of formulae similar to the original one. As we said at the beginning of 
this paper, termination is one of the requirements we impose to our synthesis method. The satisfaction of this requirement 
is directly related to the manner of developing unfolding steps.
Definition 7 (Unfolding condition). Let G be a quantifier-free formula in the language of a theory T . We say that G satisfies 
the unfolding condition wrt a complete derivation tree ∀(G),T iff every derivation in ∀(G),T has been done from a same 
atom and every derived instance in ∀(G),T is only composed of atoms whose f-atoms occur in T .
It is not difficult to realize that the unfolding condition imposes restrictions upon the form of the instances we can 
derive by unfolding steps. This aspect is relevant for ensuring termination in the synthesis process.
Definition 8 (Unfolding step). Let G be a quantifier-free formula in the language of a theory T which satisfies the unfolding 
condition wrt a complete derivation tree ∀(G),T . We say that the set of formulae unf (G) = {F1, ..., Fk} is the unfolding
of G via ∀(G),T if and only if unf (G) is the set of all leaf formulae in ∀(G),T .
For instance, let G = member(E, L) ∧ ¬member(E, S) be a quantifier-free formula in the language of T2 (see Example 2) 
and ∀(G),T2 the complete derivation tree shown in Fig. 3. As we can see, every derivation in that tree has been done from 
a same atom and every derived instances is only composed of atoms whose f-atoms occur in T2. The derived instances are:
member(E, empty) ∧ ¬member(E, S)
member(E, seq(X, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S)
The unfolding of G via the complete derivation tree shown in Fig. 3 is:
unf (G) = { f alse ∧ ¬member(E, S),
(id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S) }
It is possible to write assertion definitions which do not satisfy the unfolding condition. The following definition is an 
example:
D(magic) = ∀(magic(X) ⇔ ∃Y (id(X, succ(Y )) ∧ id(succ(X), Y )))
As we can verify, the unfolding of its right-hand side from the atom id(X, succ(Y )) derives instances containing f-atoms 
which do not occur in T2 (see specification of id in T2, Example 2):
instance 1: id(zero, succ(Y )) ∧ id(succ(zero), Y )
instance 2: id(succ(Z), succ(Y )) ∧ id(succ(succ(Z)), Y )
In a similar way, the unfolding of its right-hand side from the atom id(succ(X), Y ) also generates instances containing 
f-atoms which do not occur in T2:
instance 1: id(X, succ(zero)) ∧ id(succ(X), zero)
instance 2: id(succ(X), succ(succ(Z))) ∧ id(succ(succ(Z)), succ(Z))
Fig. 4. Similarity between formula F and pattern K.
For such definitions, the synthesis method does not ensure termination. We have explored some alternative formulations 
for the unfolding condition but, at this moment, such alternatives are not sufficiently general. In addition, the integration of 
these alternatives in the synthesis method complicates the design of this in a considerable manner. Based on our experience, 
we can affirm that the writing of assertion definitions which do not satisfy the unfolding condition is not the norm but, 
when an assertion definition is problematic, the specifier has to rewrite it. For instance, the following assertion definition is 
a rewriting of D(magic) which satisfies the unfolding condition:
∀(magic(X) ⇔ ∃Y (id(X, succ(Y )) ∧ id(M, Y ) ∧ id(M, succ(X))))
The derived instances from its right-hand side G = id(X, succ(Y )) ∧ id(M, Y ) ∧ id(M, succ(X)) are:
id(X, succ(Y )) ∧ id(zero, Y ) ∧ id(zero, succ(X))
id(X, succ(Y )) ∧ id(succ(Z), Y ) ∧ id(succ(Z), succ(X))
and the resulting unfolding is:
unf (G) = { id(X, succ(Y )) ∧ id(zero, Y ) ∧ f alse
id(X, succ(Y )) ∧ id(succ(Z), Y ) ∧ id(Z , X) }
Finally, we remark the main properties of the unfolding step.
The unfolding step preserves semantics (see Lemma 3 in the appendix).
The unfolding step preserves evaluations (see Lemma 4 in the appendix).
4.2. The folding step
The goal of the folding step is to replace sub-formulae by atoms with the purpose of introducing “recursive calls” into 
synthesized programs. As we have seen in Sect. 1, a set of patterns (f-formulae) is needed for solving this task in an auto-
matic way. In order to do so, these patterns (more precisely, their right-hand sides) have to be similar to the corresponding 
sub-formulae.
Similarity is a relationship between a quantifier-free formula F and an f-formula K. We say that F is similar to K if F
“includes” a sub-formula identical in form to K. To discover this sub-formula, we will assume that F and K are expressed in 
form of binary trees (see Fig. 4). By construction, every node in (the tree) F will be either an atom or a boolean constant or 
a logical connective. Every node in (the tree) K will be either an f-atom or a boolean constant or a logical connective. A se-
quence of letters in superscript is also included in each node for representing its location in the tree. The location of a node 
in the tree is codified as the father node’s location followed by a suffix l or r depending on whether the node in question is 
located at the left-hand side or at the right-hand side of its father node respectively. Formally, the expression ns denotes the 
node n at position s in the tree. The root node is the only node which has an “empty” location (see an example in Fig. 4).
Definition 9 (Similarity). We say that a quantifier-free formula F is similar to an f-formula K iff (1) F is atomic, K is atomic 
and F is of the form K or (2) F is not atomic, K is not atomic and (2.a) for every node ns in K containing a logical connective 
or boolean constant, there exists a node ms in F containing the same logical connective or boolean constant and (2.b) for 
every node nt in K containing an f-atom A, there exists a node mu in F such that mu contains an atom of the form A and 
t = u or t is a prefix of u.
Fig. 4 shows in a graphical way the similarity between the quantifier-free formula F = (id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y )) ∧
¬member(E, S) (at the left-hand side of the figure) and the f-formula K = member(_1 , _2) ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3) (at the right-
hand side of the figure).
The existence of similarity between a formula F and an f-formula K partitions the set of atoms in F into those which 
are mapped by similarity (e.g. member(E, Y ) and member(E, S)) and those which are not mapped by similarity. These latter 
ones are referred in this paper as the remaining atoms (e.g. id(E, X)). We say that F is identical in form to K if F is similar
to K and the set of remaining atoms is empty. For instance, the formula G = member(E, Y ) ∧ ¬member(E, S) is identical to 
K = member(_1 , _2) ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3).
Going back to our example, both (id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S) and f alse ∧ ¬member(E, S) are similar to 
member(_1 , _2) ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3) and f alse ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3) respectively. In the first case, a remaining atom id(E, X)
is generated while in the second one, the formula is identical to the corresponding f-formula and therefore the set of 
remaining atoms is empty.
As we will see in the following two definitions, if the set of remaining atoms is empty, the folding step can be solved 
in a direct way (Direct folding). Otherwise, a rewriting of the formula is needed in order to facilitate the completion of 
the folding step (Folding via rewriting). Roughly, the rewriting of a formula is a meaning-preserving transformation which 
replaces the set of remaining atoms by a combination of boolean constants. For instance, the rewriting of F = (id(E, X) ∨
member(E, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S) produces the following formula:
rew(F ) = (true ∨ member(E, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S) ∧ id(E, X) ∨
( f alse ∨ member(E, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S) ∧ ¬id(E, X)
Definition 10 (Rewriting). We say that a formula rew(F ) is the rewriting of a quantifier-free formula F with respect to the 
right-hand side K of a pattern if and only if:
rew(F ) = F if F is identical to K
rew(F ) = F1 ∧ H1 ∨ ... ∨ F2k ∧ H2k if F is similar but not identical
to K
In this latter case, k is the number of remaining atoms in F (resulting from calculating the similarity between F and K) 
and Fi the formula which results from replacing in F all remaining atoms by a combination of k boolean constants. In order 
to preserve equivalence, all boolean combinations have to be considered (that is, i = 1..2k) and, in addition, we have to add 
to each Fi a conjunction of literals Hi according to the following criterion: if a remaining atom A in F was replaced by the 
constant true then A is added to Hi and if A was replaced by f alse then ¬A is added to Hi . Every rewriting ends with 
the simplification of each Fi preserving the boolean constants and logical connectives which occur in the original formula 
(i.e. F ).
For instance, the rewriting of F = (id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S) wrt the right-hand side of a pattern 
subset1(_1 , _2 , _3) ⇔ member(_1 , _2) ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3) is (after simplifying each Fi ):
rew(F ) = true ∧ ¬member(E, S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F1
∧ id(E, X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H1
∨
member(E, Y ) ∧ ¬member(E, S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F2
∧ ¬id(E, X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H2
From the formulae Fi and Hi in rew(F ) we can infer new patterns. In our example, these new patterns are:
Sub-formula Pattern
F1 subset2(_1 ,_2) ⇔ true ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_2)
H1 subset3(_1 ,_2) ⇔ id(_1 ,_2)
H2 subset4(_1 ,_2) ⇔ ¬id(_1 ,_2)
Rewriting preserves semantics (see Lemma 5 in the appendix).
Rewriting preserves evaluations (see Lemma 6 in the appendix).
By construction, every sub-formula Fi in rew(F ) is identical to the right-hand side of a pattern Fi and also every 
sub-formula Hi in rew(F ) is identical to the right-hand side of a pattern Hi . The first task in the folding step is to instantiate 
patterns for folding both Fi and Hi in rew(F ). This instantiation is done as follows: each f-variable in the right-hand side of 
the pattern Fi(Hi) is replaced by the respective variable in Fi(Hi). This replacement is propagated to the left-hand side of 
the pattern. For instance,
Sub-formula Pattern instantiation
F1 subset2(E, S) ⇔ true ∧ ¬member(E, S)
F2 subset1(E, Y , S) ⇔ member(E, Y ) ∧ ¬member(E, S)
H1 subset3(E, X) ⇔ id(E, X)
H2 subset4(E, X) ⇔ ¬id(E, X)
Definition 11 (Folding step). We say that a formula f old(F ) is the folding of a quantifier-free formula F if and only if:
Folding via rewriting:
f old(F ) = f1 ∧ h1 ∨ ... ∨ f2k ∧ h2k if rew(F ) = F1 ∧ H1 ∨ ... ∨ F2k ∧ H2k and
f i ⇔ Fi is a pattern instantiation and
hi is a conjunction of the left-hand sides
of k pattern instantiations.
Direct folding:
f old(F ) = f if rew(F ) = F and f ⇔ F is a pattern
instantiations.
For instance, the folding via rewriting of
F = true ∧ ¬member(E, S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F1
∧ id(E, X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H1
∨
member(E, Y ) ∧ ¬member(E, S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F2
∧ ¬id(E, X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H2
with pattern instantiations
subset1(E, Y , S) ⇔ member(E, Y ) ∧ ¬member(E, S)
subset2(E, S) ⇔ true ∧ ¬member(E, S)
subset3(E, X) ⇔ id(E, X)
subset4(E, X) ⇔ ¬id(E, X)
is
f old(F ) = subset2(E, S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
f1
∧ subset3(E, X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
h1
∨
subset1(E, Y , S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
f2
∧ subset4(E, X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
h2
and the direct folding of
F = f alse ∧ ¬member(E, S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F
with a pattern instantiation
subset5(E, S) ⇔ f alse ∧ ¬member(E, S)
is
f old(F ) = subset5(E, S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
Finally, we remark the main properties of the folding step.
The folding step preserves semantics (see Corollary 5 in the appendix).
The folding step preserves evaluations (see Corollary 6 in the appendix).
4.3. The unfold/fold transformation step
Once defined by separate both the unfolding step and the folding step, we define the manner of composing them in 
what we call a transformation step.
The unfold/fold transformation step is a function which takes as inputs an auxiliary specification S(ri) and a pattern and 
produces as outputs a recursive version of S(ri) called synthesized specification and denoted by S∗(ri) and a set of patterns 
from which we may derive new auxiliary specifications. For instance, the unfold/fold transformation step of the auxil-
iary specification S(subset1) = ∀(subset1(E, L, S) ⇔ member(E, L) ∧ ¬member(E, S)) wrt the pattern subset1(_1 , _2 , _3) ⇔
member(_1 , _2) ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3) produces the following synthesized specification S∗(subset1):
∀(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇔ (subset2(E, S) ∧ subset3(E, X)) ∨
(subset1(E, Y , S) ∧ subset4(E, X)))
∀(subset1(E, empty, S) ⇔ subset5(E, S))
and the following set of patterns:
subset1(_1 ,_2 ,_3) ⇔ member(_1 ,_2) ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_3)
subset2(_1 ,_2) ⇔ true ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_2)
subset3(_1 ,_2) ⇔ id(_1 ,_2)
subset4(_1 ,_2) ⇔ ¬id(_1 ,_2)
subset5(_1 ,_2) ⇔ f alse ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_2)
from which we can derive four new auxiliary specifications:
S(subset2) = ∀(subset2(X, Y ) ⇔ true ∧ ¬member(X, Y ))
S(subset3) = ∀(subset3(X, Y ) ⇔ id(X, Y ))
S(subset4) = ∀(subset4(X, Y ) ⇔ ¬id(X, Y ))
S(subset5) = ∀(subset5(X, Y ) ⇔ f alse ∧ ¬member(X, Y ))
The unfold/fold transformation step is internally structured by an unfolding step followed by a folding step for each 
formula generated in the unfolding step and finally a combination of the results in order to construct the synthesized 
specification.
The synthesized specification is constructed in the following manner. The left-hand sides of the axioms in the synthesized 
specification result from applying to the left-hand side of the auxiliary specification the substitutions computed in the 
unfolding step. In our example, the substitutions computed in unf (member(E, L) ∧ ¬member(E, S)) are θ1 = L/empty and 
θ2 = L/seq(X, Y ) and the application of these substitutions to the left-hand side of the auxiliary specification produces (see 
Subsect. 4.1):
(1) subset1(E, empty, S) subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S)
The right-hand sides of the axioms in the synthesized specification result from applying a folding step to each formula 
generated by the unfolding step. In our example, the formulae generated by the unfolding step are (see Subsect. 4.1):
(2) f alse ∧ ¬member(E, S) (id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S)
The folding of each formula in (2) produces (see Subsect. 4.2):
(3) subset5(E, S) (subset2(E, S) ∧ subset3(E, X)) ∨
(subset1(E, Y , S) ∧ subset4(E, X))
Finally, the combination of (1) and (3) generates the synthesized specification S∗(subset1).
∀(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇔ (subset2(E, S) ∧ subset3(E, X)) ∨
(subset1(E, Y , S) ∧ subset4(E, X)))
∀(subset1(E, empty, S) ⇔ subset5(E, S))
Finally, we remark the main properties of the unfold/fold transformation.
The unfold/fold transformation preserves semantics (see Corollary 7 in the appendix).
The unfold/fold transformation preserves evaluations (see Corollary 8 in the appendix).
4.4. Inference of patterns
As we have seen, the folding step needs to infer patterns from f-formulae. The inference of such f-formulae is a non-
deterministic task. For example, from a formula (id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S), we can infer two possible 
f-formulae:
member(_1 ,_2) ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_3) id(_1 ,_2) ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_3)
A manner of reducing non-determinism is by establishing a (partial) order among the f-formulae.
We denote by def (p) the set of all predicates directly or indirectly used in the definition of a predicate p in a given 
theory. For instance, in T2 (Example 2):
def (id) = {id}, def (nocc) = {nocc, id}, def (member) = {member, id}
The definition level of a predicate p in a theory can be algorithmically calculated as follows:
if there is not any predicate r such that r = p ∧ r ∈ def (p) then
level(p) = 1
elsif there is some predicate r such that r = p ∧ r ∈ def (p) ∧ p ∈ def (r) then
level(p) = level(r)
else
l = max{level(r) | r = p ∧ r ∈ def (p)}
level(p) = l + 1
For instance, according to this algorithm, the definition levels assigned to the predicate symbols in T2 (Example 2) are:
level(id) = 1, level(nocc) = 2, level(member) = 2
The notion of definition level can be easily extended to f-atoms and f-formulae. We will assume that the boolean con-
stants true and f alse have definition levels equal to 0. The definition level of an f-atom is equal to the definition level of 
the predicate symbol occurring in that f-atom. The definition level of an f-formula K is equal to the tuple of definition 
levels corresponding to its f-atoms and boolean constants taken from left to right. For instance, the definition level of 
member(_1 , _2) ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3) is (2, 2), the definition level of id(_1 , _2) ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3) is (1, 2) and the definition 
level of f alse ∧ ¬member(_1 , _3) is (0, 2).
Given two f-formulae F and G whose definition levels are L1 = (l1, ..., ln) and L2 = (l′1, ..., l′n) respectively, we say that
G is preferred to F if and only if li ≤ l′i for every i ∈ {1..n}. We will use the relation of preference in situations where it is
possible to infer multiple patterns. For example, from a formula (id(E, X) ∨ member(E, Y )) ∧ ¬member(E, S), it is possible 
to infer two f-formulae:
(1) id(_1 ,_2) ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_3) L1 = (1,2)
(2) member(_1 ,_2) ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_3) L2 = (2,2)
However (2) is preferred to (1). Therefore (2) is the selected f-formula in the inference process.
5. The synthesis method
The synthesis of an assertion definition is defined as a finite sequence of unfold/fold transformation steps. Fig. 5 shows
the synthesis method in diagrammatic form.
Each transformation step “consumes” an auxiliary specification S(ri) and “produces” a synthesized specification S∗(ri)
and possibly new patterns from which we may derive new auxiliary specifications to be transformed in subsequent steps. 
This synthesis process is finite because, by construction, it is not possible to infer an unbounded amount of new patterns 
(see Theorem 3 in Appendix).
The last step in the synthesis method extracts a positive logic program from the set of synthesized specifications. 
By construction, every synthesized specification S∗(ri) (see Subsect. 4.3) may contain axioms constructed by folding via 
rewriting ∀(ri ⇔ f1 ∧ h1 ∨ ... ∨ f2k ∧ h2k ) or axioms constructed by direct folding ∀(ri ⇔ f ). By definition of rewriting, 
(hi)H ∩ (h j)H = ∅, with i, j ∈ {1..2k} and i = j. Therefore, each axiom ∀(ri ⇔ f1 ∧ h1 ∨ ... ∨ f2k ∧ h2k ) can be rewritten into 
the equivalent set of axioms:
∀(ri ⇔ f1 ∧ h1)
...
∀(ri ⇔ f2k ∧ h2k )
From the resulting set of axioms, we can derive the corresponding set of Horn clauses by simply taking the if-part of 
each axiom.
∀(ri ⇐ f1 ∧ h1)
...
∀(ri ⇐ f2k ∧ h2k )
In case of direct folding:
∀(ri ⇐ f )
From the resulting set of clauses, we remove the clauses of the form ri ⇐ f alse and, in a transitive manner, all those 
clauses having ri in their bodies. Finally, the clauses of the form ri ⇐ true are replaced by ri ⇐.
5.1. Synthesis example
We summarize the synthesis process with a complete example.
We begin the synthesis process from an assertion definition (see Step 1 in Fig. 5):
Fig. 5. The synthesis method.
D(subset) = ∀L, S(subset(L, S) ⇔ ∀E(member(E, L) ⇒ member(E, S)))
We construct the auxiliary specification S(subset1) (note that its right-hand side is in NNF) (see Step 1 in Fig. 5):
S(subset1) = ∀E, L, S(subset1(E, L, S) ⇔ (member(E, L) ∧ ¬member(E, S)))
Then, we enter in the synthesis cycle (see Steps 2 and 3 in Fig. 5). In a first iteration, we synthesize S∗(subset1) (see Step 4 
in Fig. 5):
∀(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇔ (subset2(E, S) ∧ subset3(E, X)) ∨
(subset1(E, Y , S) ∧ subset4(E, X)))
∀(subset1(E, empty, S) ⇔ subset5(E, S))
The new patterns generated in this first iteration are:
subset1(_1 ,_2 ,_3) ⇔ member(_1 ,_2) ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_3)
subset2(_1 ,_2) ⇔ true ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_2)
subset3(_1 ,_2) ⇔ id(_1 ,_2)
subset4(_1 ,_2) ⇔ ¬id(_1 ,_2)
subset5(_1 ,_2) ⇔ f alse ∧ ¬member(_1 ,_2)
from which we can derive four new auxiliary specifications (see Steps 5 and 6 in Fig. 5):
S(subset2) = ∀(subset2(X, Y ) ⇔ true ∧ ¬member(X, Y ))
S(subset3) = ∀(subset3(X, Y ) ⇔ id(X, Y ))
S(subset4) = ∀(subset4(X, Y ) ⇔ ¬id(X, Y ))
S(subset5) = ∀(subset5(X, Y ) ⇔ f alse ∧ ¬member(X, Y ))
In a second iteration, we synthesize S∗(subset2) (see Steps 3 and 4 in Fig. 5):
∀(subset2(E, seq(X, Y )) ⇔ (subset2(E, Y ) ∧ subset4(E, X)) ∨ (subset3(E, X) ∧ subset8)
∀(subset2(E, empty) ⇔ subset7)
The new patterns generated in this second iteration are:
subset7 ⇔ true ∧ ¬ f alse
subset8 ⇔ true ∧ ¬true
From these patterns, we can derive two new auxiliary specifications. The synthesis of these is trivial because the right-
sides of both specifications are composed of boolean constants only (see Steps 5 and 6 in Fig. 5):
S(subset7) = subset7 ⇔ true ∧ ¬ f alse
S(subset8) = subset8 ⇔ true ∧ ¬true
In a third iteration, we synthesize S∗(subset3) (see Steps 3 and 4 in Fig. 5):
subset3(zero, zero) ⇔ subset9
∀(subset3(succ(X), zero) ⇔ subset10)
∀(subset3(zero, succ(Y )) ⇔ subset11)
∀(subset3(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇔ subset3(X, Y ))
The new patterns generated in this third iteration are:
subset9 ⇔ true
subset10 ⇔ f alse
From these patterns we can derive two new auxiliary specifications. Again, the synthesis of these specifications is trivial 
(see Steps 5 and 6 in Fig. 5):
S(subset9) = subset9 ⇔ true
S(subset10) = subset10 ⇔ f alse
In a fourth iteration, we synthesize S∗(subset4) (see Steps 3 and 4 in Fig. 5):
subset4(zero, zero) ⇔ subset10
∀(subset4(succ(X), zero) ⇔ subset9)
∀(subset4(zero, succ(Y )) ⇔ subset9)
∀(subset4(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇔ subset4(X, Y ))
No new patterns are generated in this fourth iteration (see Step 5 in Fig. 5).
In a fifth iteration, we synthesize S∗(subset5) (see Steps 3 and 4 in Fig. 5):
∀(subset5(E, seq(X, Y )) ⇔ (subset5(E, Y ) ∧ subset4(E, X)) ∨ (subset3(E, X) ∧ subset11))
∀(subset5(E, empty) ⇔ subset7)
The new patterns generated in this fifth iteration are:
subset6 ⇔ f alse ∧ ¬ f alse
subset11 ⇔ f alse ∧ ¬true
From these patterns, we can derive two new auxiliary specifications. Again, the synthesis of these specifications is trivial 
(see Steps 5 and 6 in Fig. 5):
S(subset6) = subset6 ⇔ f alse ∧ ¬ f alse
S(subset11) = subset11 ⇔ f alse ∧ ¬true
The last step in the synthesis process is the extraction of P (subset1) from the set of synthesized specifica-
tions S∗(subset1),...,S∗(subset11). The final program P (subset) is completed by adding the clause ∀(subset(L, S) ⇐
subset1(E, L, S)) to P (subset1) (see Step 7 in Fig. 5):
Example 5 (Synthesized program P (subset)).
∀(subset(L, S) ⇐ subset1(E, L, S))
∀(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇐ subset2(E, S) ∧ subset3(E, X))
∀(subset1(E, seq(X, Y ), S) ⇐ subset1(E, Y , S) ∧ subset4(E, X))
∀(subset1(E, empty, S) ⇐ subset5(E, S))
∀(subset2(E, seq(X, Y )) ⇐ subset2(E, Y ) ∧ subset4(E, X))
∀(subset2(E, empty) ⇐ subset7)
subset3(zero, zero) ⇐ subset9
∀(subset3(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇐ subset3(X, Y ))
∀(subset4(zero, succ(Y )) ⇐ subset9)
∀(subset4(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇐ subset4(X, Y ))
∀(subset4(succ(X), zero) ⇐ subset9)
∀(subset5(E, seq(X, Y )) ⇐ subset5(E, Y ) ∧ subset4(E, X))
subset7 ⇐
subset9 ⇐
Finally, we remark the main properties of the synthesis method.
The synthesis method is terminating (see Theorem 3 in the appendix).
The synthesis method preserves semantics (see Theorem 4 in the appendix).
The synthesis method preserves evaluations (see Theorem 5 in the appendix).
6. Experimentation
We have constructed an experimental synthesizer in order to validate the feasibility of our proposal. The synthesizer
has been designed according to the typical architecture of a language processor: lexical analyzer, syntax analyzer, seman-
tic analyzer and code generator. All these analyzers have been implemented in Java [31] using a parser generator called 
ANTLR [46]. The code generator generates SWI-PROLOG code [62]. Up to this moment, the synthesized code is not optimal. 
We plan to add a code optimizer to our prototype in the near future.
We have tested the synthesizer with a wide variety of assertion definitions. Some of these tests are shown in the 
following examples.
Example 6 (Tests (I)). For each assertion definition shown in Example 4, we report the number of iterations, auxiliary speci-
fications and definite clauses generated in the synthesis process.
Assertion definition D(r) Iterations Auxiliary specifications
(patterns)
Definite clauses P (r)
subset 5 11 14
perm 19 25 73
plateau 17 27 41
swap 22 28 51
ordpref ix 18 24 48
partition 22 32 84
ord 24 32 38
sublist 5 7 15
Example 7 (Tests (II)). The following tests have been done in a computer Intel Core i7, CPU 2.10 GHz, RAM 6 GB with OS 
Windows 7 (64 bits). For each assertion definition in Example 4, we measure the mean synthesis time (in milliseconds) of 
100 repetitive runs.









Example 8 (Tests (III)). To give an idea about the number of formulae generated in intermediate steps of the synthesis 
process, we report, for each assertion definition shown in Example 4, the number of synthesized axioms just before starting 
the extraction of the logic program (step 7 in Fig. 5).










Example 9 (Tests (IV)). Knowing what types and predicates have been needed in the writing of an assertion definition 
may help the reader in valuating the expressivity of our approach. In the following table, for each assertion definition in 
Example 4, we show the types, predicates and total number of axioms we have needed in its formalization. Example 10 in 
the appendix shows the specification of each of these predicates.
Assertion
definition
Types Predicates Number of axioms
(predicates)
subset {Nat, Seq} {id,member} 6
perm {Nat, Seq} {id,nocc} 8
plateau {Nat, Seq} {id, pref ix, eqs, size} 15
swap {Nat, Seq} {id, idSeq,append} 16
ordpref ix {Nat, Seq} {id, le,opref ix, size} 21
partition {Nat, Seq} {id, idSeq,append, 28
lt, ge, lts, ges}
ord {Nat, Seq} {id, le, elem} 12
sublist {Nat, Seq} {id, idSeq,append} 16
7. Checking assertions with synthesized logic programs
In this section, we justify the manner of checking assertions with synthesized logic programs by the method proposed
in this paper.
Suppose an assertion definition D(r) = ∀(r(X) ⇔ Q Y R(X, Y )) and a positive logic program P (r) which has been synthe-
sized for checking ground atoms of the form r(X)θ . We recall that the design of P (r) depends on the quantifier Q in D(r): 
P (r) searches for refutations if Q = ∀ and it searches for proofs if Q = ∃. In particular, P (r) is implemented by a clause 
∀(r(X) ⇐ r1(X, Y )) which defines r in terms of a new relation symbol r1 and by a positive logic program P (r1) synthesized 
from a specification S(r1) = ∀X, Y (r1(X, Y ) ⇔ ¬R(X, Y )) if Q = ∀ or from a specification S(r1) = ∀X, Y (r1(X, Y ) ⇔ R(X, Y ))
if Q = ∃.
For the purpose of checking an assertion r(X)θ , we propose to compute P (r) ∪ {G}, being G the goal ⇐ r(X)θ . Again, we 
distinguish two cases.
For Q = ∀, we have that D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ ∀Y R(X, Y )). If the empty answer is computed for P (r) ∪ {G} then r(X)θ is 
a logical consequence of P (r) what means that ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ is a logical consequence of P (r1). By total correctness of P (r1), 
∃Y r1(X, Y )θ is true. By equivalence, ∃Y ¬R(X, Y )θ is true, or equivalently, ∀Y R(X, Y )θ is false and therefore, by equivalence, 
r(X)θ is false (refutation). Otherwise (i.e. no answer is computed for P (r) ∪ {G}), r(X)θ is not a logical consequence of P (r)
what means that ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ is not a logical consequence of P (r1). By total correctness of P (r1), ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ is false. 
By equivalence, ∃Y ¬R(X, Y )θ is false, or equivalently, ∀Y R(X, Y )θ is true and therefore, by equivalence, r(X)θ is true 
(impossibility of refutation).
For Q = ∃, we have that D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ ∃Y R(X, Y )). If the empty answer is computed for P (r) ∪ {G} then r(X)θ is 
a logical consequence of P (r) what means that ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ is a logical consequence of P (r1). By total correctness of P (r1), 
∃Y r1(X, Y )θ is true. By equivalence, ∃Y R(X, Y )θ is true and therefore, by equivalence, r(X)θ is true (proof ). Otherwise (i.e. 
no answer is computed for P (r) ∪ {G}), r(X)θ is not a logical consequence of P (r) what means that ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ is not a 
logical consequence of P (r1). By total correctness of P (r1), ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ is false. By equivalence, ∃Y R(X, Y )θ is false and 
therefore, by equivalence, r(X)θ is false (impossibility of proof ).
The following table summarizes the checking of an assertion with a synthesized logic program.
Assertion definition P (r) ∪ {⇐ r(X)θ} Conclusion
D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ ∀Y R(X, Y )) success r(X)θ is f alse
D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ ∀Y R(X, Y )) failure r(X)θ is true
D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ ∃Y R(X, Y )) success r(X)θ is true
D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ ∃Y R(X, Y )) failure r(X)θ is f alse
7.1. Examples
In a first example, let D(subset) be the assertion definition (see Example 4) and P (subset) (see Example 5) the corre-
sponding synthesized logic program. To check an assertion such as subset(L, S)θ , with θ = {L/seq(zero, empty), S/empty}, 
we propose to compute P (subset) ∪ {⇐ subset(L, S)θ}. As we can verify, the empty answer is computed for P (subset) ∪ {⇐
subset(seq(zero, empty), empty)} what means that subset(seq(zero, empty), empty) is a logical consequence of P (subset). 
Due to P (subset) searches for refutations, we have to conclude that subset(seq(zero, empty), empty) is false.
In a second example, suppose D(plateau) as the assertion definition (see Example 4) and P (plateau) as the corre-
sponding synthesized logic program (see Example 11 in the appendix). For checking an assertion such as plateau(L, N)θ , 
with θ = {S/seq(zero, empty), N/succ(succ(zero))}, we propose to compute P (plateau) ∪ {⇐ plateau(L, N)θ}. As we can 
verify, no answer is computed for P (plateau) ∪ {⇐ plateau(seq(zero, empty), succ(succ(zero)))} what means that the orig-
inal assertion is not a logical consequence of P (plateau). Due to P (plateau) searches for proofs, we have to conclude that 
plateau(seq(zero, empty), succ(succ(zero))) is false.
8. Related work
As we said at the beginning of this paper, the main characteristic of an assertion checker is its ability to evaluate logic
formulae. In current technology [40,2,5,36], quantification is restricted to finite sets of elements. Most proposals provide 
direct support for this kind of quantification using keywords such as forall, all, exists and some. We illustrate this point with 
the following examples.
//Spec# assertion
ensures Forall{int i in 0:index; old(this[i]) == this[i]}
//JML assertion
/*@ invariant (\forall int i; 0 ≤ i && i < 4; 0 ≤ pin[i] && pin[i] ≤ 9); @*/
//Eiffel assertion
(lower|..|upper).for_all((agent(i:INTEGER):BOOLEAN
do Result := (item(i) = a.item(i)+b.item(i)) end))
//ADL assertion
forall (long i : ADL_long_range(1,10)) i < 100; ;
Program synthesis is a valuable aid to overcome the restriction of the finite quantification. Program synthesis refers to 
the systematic elaboration of a program from a specification [14]. A lot of papers have been written on different program 
synthesis methods [28,16,19,47,20,49,3]. In constructive synthesis [12,6,22], a conjecture based on the specification is proven 
in a constructive manner and from this proof a program is extracted. In deductive synthesis [35], a program is deduced 
directly from the specification by means of transformations. In schema-based synthesis [21], a class of actual programs 
is abstracted in order to guide and enhance the synthesis process. Another approach is inductive synthesis [19] where a 
program is induced from an incomplete specification or from a set of examples. An interesting survey of the recent progress 
in program synthesis can be found in [27]. According to this classification, our synthesis method can be considered as a 
deductive method which generates positive (or definite) logic programs by means of unfold/fold transformations.
Two main lines of development have been observed for the unfold/fold transformation technique applied to logic pro-
gramming. One focused on the design of transformation systems which preserve the semantics of definite or general 
programs and another line primarily aimed at the synthesis of positive logic programs from arbitrary first-order specifi-
cations. In relation to the first line of development, we find relevant works about the preservation of the least-Herbrand 
model semantics in definite logic programs [63,32], preservation of the perfect model semantics in locally stratified pro-
grams [38] and preservation of the well-founded semantics in general logic programs [55]. It is clear that our assertion 
language is more expressive than the class of definite logic programs and the class of stratified logic programs (see Exam-
ple 3). On the other side, it is not difficult to see that a theory extended with an assertion definition can be translated to 
(the completion of) a general logic program [37] and therefore the results in [55] might as well be applied to our formalism. 
However, the transformation system proposed in [55] is clearly more restrictive than ours. To clarify this point, suppose we 
want to synthesize a logic program for checking D(subset) (see Example 4). After translating D(subset) to a general logic 
program according to [55], we have:
1. id(zero, zero) ⇐
2. ∀(id(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇐)
3. ∀(member(E, seq(X, Y )) ⇐ id(E, X))
4. ∀(member(E, seq(X, Y )) ⇐ member(E, Y ))
5. ∀(p(L, S) ⇐ member(E, L) ∧ ¬member(E, S))
6. ∀(subset(L, S) ⇐ ¬p(L, S))
Again, according to [55], the selected atom in an unfolding step must be a positive literal. However, as we can see, 
clause 6 does not have any positive literal in its body and therefore no transformation is possible from 6.
Suppose a second example where we want to synthesize a logic program for checking D(nperm) = ∀(nperm(L, S) ⇔
∃E, N¬(nocc(E, L, N) ⇔ nocc(E, S, N))) (nperm(L, S) is true iff L is not a permutation of S). After translating D(nperm) to a 
general logic program according to [55], we have:
1. id(zero, zero) ⇐
2. ∀(id(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇐)
3. ∀(nocc(E, empty, zero) ⇐)
4. ∀(nocc(E, seq(X, Y ), succ(N)) ⇐ id(E, X) ∧ nocc(E, Y , N))
5. ∀(nocc(E, seq(X, Y ), N) ⇐ ¬id(E, X) ∧ nocc(E, Y , N))
6. ∀(nperm(L, S) ⇐ nocc(E, L, N) ∧ ¬nocc(E, S, N))
7. ∀(nperm(L, S) ⇐ ¬nocc(E, L, N) ∧ nocc(E, S, N))
After unfolding 6 from the atom nocc(E, L, N) we have:
8. ∀(nperm(empty, S) ⇐ ¬nocc(E, S, zero))
9. ∀(nperm(seq(X, Y ), S) ⇐ id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , N) ∧ ¬nocc(E, S, succ(N)))
10. ∀(nperm(seq(X, Y ), S) ⇐ ¬id(X, E) ∧ nocc(E, Y , N) ∧ ¬nocc(E, S, N))
At this point, the folding of 10 wrt 6 is not allowed because, as defined in [55], every internal variable in 6 (i.e. E and N) 
must occur only in the sub-formula to be folded (i.e. nocc(E, Y , N) ∧ ¬nocc(E, S, N)) in 10. However, this condition does 
not hold for E (it also occurs in ¬id(E, X)) thus wasting an opportunity for folding.
In [53], two unfold/fold transformation systems for first-order programs are presented. The systems comprise an un-
folding rule, a folding rule and a replacement rule. They are intended to work with a first-order theory  specifying the 
meaning of primitive relations, on top of which new relations are built by first-order programs . They preserve both the 
provability relationship and the logical consequence relationship in three-valued logic. The specification formalism is similar 
to ours. In fact, any theory in our formalism can be translated to a theory  ∪ . However, the transformation systems are 
different to ours in two main aspects: (a) they have been designed for proving properties (theoretical nature) but not for 
constructing a tool and (b) unfold/fold transformations are defined in a three-valued logic.
A transformation technique is introduced in [7] which, given definitions of a set of predicates pi , synthesizes the defini-
tions of new predicates p̃i which can be used, under a suitable refutation procedure, to compute the finite failure set of pi . 
The technique exhibits some computational advantages such as the possibility of computing non-ground negative goals still 
preserving the capability of producing answers. Although the purpose of this work is clearly different to ours, the technique 
presents some similarities. For instance, predicates are specified by if-and-only-if axioms and the computation of the finite 
failure is done through positive logic programs which are obtained from the original ones by negating both sides of their 
predicate definitions. Negative literals are viewed as atoms defined upon new relation symbols. This design resembles our 
manner of synthesizing programs for checking assertion definitions having universal quantification in their right-hand sides.
In [51], unfold/fold transformations are applied to positive logic programs for avoiding both existential variables and 
variables which occur more than once in the body of a clause. The transformation of a program is conceived as an iterative 
process. Each iteration in this process is implemented by a sequential composition of an unfolding step, a definition step 
and folding step. Although the transformation method is similar to our synthesis method (see Sects. 4 and 5), its purpose 
is completely different. In [51], transformations are focused on program optimizations. Our transformations, by contrast, 
are focused on program synthesis. This difference is key for justifying why our specification formalism and conditions for 
ensuring termination are different to the respective ones in [51].
In [47], a transformational method is given both for proving properties in the context of a program and for syn-
thesizing logic programs from implicit definitions. An implicit definition of a predicate newp is a formula of the form: 
∀X(∃Y F (X, Y ) ⇔ ∃Z(H(X, Z) ∧ newp(X, Z)) where every predicate in F (X, Y ) and H(X, Z) is defined in a program P . 
Despite the constructive nature of the method, this includes a step (knows as Phase (5)) for which no algorithm exists.
An interesting work about model checking via unfold/fold transformation is given in [48]. Program transformations are 
used to prove in a semiautomatic way that a closed first-order logic formula holds in the perfect model of a locally stratified 
logic program. A strategy called UFS strategy is defined for guiding the application of the transformation rules. Two classes 
of formulae, called tree-typed formulas and tree-typed clausal formulas, and two classes of programs, called MR programs 
and DL programs are identified for which a deterministic strategy called dUFS strategy can be defined. We have compared 
the expressivity of these two classes of programs with the class of theories we propose in this paper and we can conclude 
than these latter ones are more expressive.
In [54], a deterministic algorithm for logic program synthesis is given. The algorithm takes a first-order program and 
produces a positive logic program (or may fail). The synthesis is transformational and is guided by a program schema 
called universal continuation form. In this paper, a first-order program is a finite set of first-order clauses of the form 
A ⇐ F , where F is empty or a formula in which any universally quantified sub-formula is of the form ∀Y (F1 ⇒ F2) with 
Y ⊆ variables(F1). The compilation always terminates but may fail due to the lack of logical power. The compiled program 
is assured to be partially correct. In a similar line, a fully automatic program derivation is proposed in [13] for a class of 
relations with specifications of the form ∀(r(X, Z) ⇔ ∀Y (s(X, Y , Z) ⇒ a(Y , Z))), being r a relation symbol with a restrictive 
recursive specification and a an arbitrary relation.
There are many other methods for synthesizing logic programs where human interaction plays a key role [9,49,28,22]. 
These methods are less interesting for us.
Many verification problems can be solved by checking formulae in first-order logic. Nowadays, a new generation of SMT 
solvers is being developed with the ability of checking the satisfiability of certain kinds of quantified formulae [41]. For 
instance, Symplify was pioneer in this field by applying heuristics to the instantiation of quantifiers [15]. Moderns solvers 
such as CVC3 [24] and Z3 [4] have improved such heuristics by making use of patterns/triggers but they remain incomplete 
when facing with universal quantification due to the inability to develop proofs by induction [8]. Recently, SAT/SMT solvers 
have been used to synthesize imperative programs from program templates [60,58,57,59] and program assertions such 
as invariants and pre-conditions [25,56]. The use of templates becomes a relevant guide in order to make feasible the 
mechanization of the whole synthesis process.
It is usually recognized that folding steps during program transformation correspond to applications of inductive hy-
pothesis during proofs by induction [48]. Therefore, we can say that our synthesis method makes use of induction for 
synthesizing positive logic programs. To guide the development of such proofs, we also make use of patterns but with a 
different purpose to SMT solvers: while these latter ones construct proofs by preserving equisatisfiability, our synthesizer 
has been designed to preserve logical equivalence.
Finally, this paper represents an extended and improved version of a previous paper [23]. The main differences with 
the proposal in [23] are: (1) the transformation step only contains one unfolding step. By contrast, this restriction does not 
exist in [23] (multiple unfolding steps can be done in a transformation step) and (2) in this paper, patterns are inferred 
on demand. However, in [23], the set of all possible patterns is inferred before starting the synthesis process. As our 
experiments show, the synthesizer proposed in this paper is more efficient than the one proposed in [23].
9. Conclusions
We have described a method based on unfold/fold transformations that synthesizes positive logic programs with the 
purpose of checking assertion definitions of the form ∀X(r(X) ⇐ Q Y R(X, Y )) where r is a predicate symbol, Q Y is a set of 
quantified variables over infinite domains (Q is a universal or existential quantifier) and R(X, Y ) a quantifier-free first order 
formula. The method is completely automatic (it is terminating) and preserves total correctness. We have implemented 
an experimental synthesizer in Java [31,46] that synthesizes SWI-Prolog code [62]. We have tested the synthesizer with a 
variety of non-trivial assertions. Some of these tests have been reported in Sect. 6 to show that our proposal is feasible in 
practice.
The results of this paper constitute a first step towards the design of expressive assertion languages. To the best of our 
knowledge, there is not any proposal in the field of assertion checking that accepts some kind of infinite quantification in 
its assertion language [36,40,5,29,33,30,61,50].
The next step in our work is to integrate the synthesizer within the infrastructure of an assertion checker. We intend to 
use tools such as InterProlog [10] for solving the interface problem between the language in which the assertion is written 
(Prolog) and the programming language (for instance, Java).
Appendix
Theorem 1. Let T be a theory where every predicate specification is total and non-overlapping. Then, T has a total model if it can be 
translated to a theory  ∪ , being  a consistent base theory and  a call-consistent first-order program.
Proof. (1) Let  be a theory composed of all types of T and, for each of these, a total and non-overlapping specification 
for an identity relation id such that id ≯− id in  (see definition of >− in Sect. 3).
(2) Let  be a theory composed of predicate definitions (see Sect. 3) only, one for each relation r in T distinct from an
identity such that r ≯− r in .
(3) From (1), the Herbrand universe of  ∪  coincides with the Herbrand universe of T . In addition, from (1) and (2),
 is a consistent (base) theory and  is a call-consistent first-order program [34,52]. Therefore,  ∪  has a model [53].
(4) From (3) and, by construction of  ∪ , every model of  ∪  is also a model of T .
(5) By totality of specifications in  and  and from (3),  ∪  has a total model.
(6) From (4) and (5), T has a total model.
Theorem 2. Every theory T which satisfies properties (1) and (6) in Definition 1 has a total model.
Proof. (1) By hypothesis, every specification in T is total. Hence, for every atom A ∈ BT , there exists (at least) one deriva-
tion tree A,T in T .
(2) By hypothesis, every specification in T is evaluable wrt a set of evaluation signatures. Hence, A, T is an evaluation.
(3) By hypothesis, every specification in T is non-overlapping. This means that A,T is unique (either positive T  A
or negative T  ¬A).
(4) The conclusion is reached from (1) and (3) by taking T |= A if T  A and T |= ¬A if T  ¬A.
Lemma 1. Let T be a theory which preserves the construction of evaluations. Let ∀(G) be a formula whose atoms all match evaluation 
signatures in T . Then, every atom occurring in any formula in ∀(G),T matches an evaluation signature in T .
Proof. By preservation of evaluations in T , every derivation step from ∀(G) will replace some atom in ∀(G) by the instance 
of the right-hand side of some axiom in T whose atoms all match evaluation signatures in T . This reasoning can be applied 
recurrently to the remaining derivations in ∀(G),T .
Corollary 1. If A is an atom which instantiates an evaluation signature ev(r), then Aθ will instantiate ev(r) for any substitution θ .
Proof. The proof is immediate. By hypothesis, A instantiates ev(r). Every ground parameter in A is preserved in Aθ . There-
fore Aθ will instantiate ev(r).
Lemma 2. Let T be a theory written according to Definition 1. A formula ∀(G) has an evaluation ∀(G),T in T if every atom A in 
∀(G) instantiates an evaluation signature in T .
Proof. (1) By assuming that every atom A in ∀(G) instantiates an evaluation signature in T and that every specification 
in T is evaluable, we conclude that ∀(A) has an evaluation ∀(A),T in T .
(2) By taking the derivations in ∀(A),T as derivations in ∀(G),T , we have that every branch β in ∀(G),T will end in
a leaf formula of the form ∀(Gθ AθC ) with C as a boolean constant (true or f alse) and θ as the sequential composition of the 
mgu’s applied to β .
(3) By Corollary 1, every atom in ∀(Gθ AθC ) will instantiate an evaluation signature in T .
(4) The reasoning (1)..(3) can be applied to the remaining atoms in ∀(Gθ AθC ) in a recurrent manner. The recursion is
terminating because the number of atoms in ∀(G) is finite and this number decreases after each iteration. After completing 
all derivations, every branch in ∀(G),T will end necessarily with a boolean constant.
From Lemma 2, we can derive the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Let T be a theory written according to Definition 1. Let ∀(G) be a formula whose atoms all instantiate evaluation signa-
tures in T and ∀(H) a formula exclusively composed of atoms that occur in ∀(G). Then, ∀(H) has evaluation in T .
Proof. Similar to the proof in Lemma 2 but replacing ∀(G) by ∀(H).
Corollary 3. Let S(ri) = ∀(ri(X) ⇔ G(X)) be an auxiliary specification, being G a formula written in the language of a theory T with 
model MT . Then, T ∪ S(ri) is a conservative extension of T .
Proof. By definition of auxiliary specification, ri is a predicate symbol not occurring in T . Hence, the extension T ∪ S(ri)
does not interfere in MT . Therefore, we can construct a model for T ∪ S(ri) in the following terms:
MT ∪S(ri) = MT ∪
{
ri(X)θ if T |= G(X)θ
¬ri(X)θ if T |= ¬G(X)θ
for every ground substitution θ of X .
Corollary 4. Let S(ri) be an auxiliary specification written in the language of a theory T . Then, every atom occurring in S(ri) matches 
an evaluation signature in T ∪ S(ri).
Proof. By construction, every atom in the right-hand side of S(ri) matches an evaluation signature in T . Again, by con-
struction, the left-hand side of S(ri) matches an evaluation signature in T ∪ S(ri).
Lemma 3 (Unfolding preserves semantics). Let unf (G) be the unfolding of a formula G whose derivation tree is G,T . Let β1 ,...,βn be 
the branches in G,T . Let Gθi and Fi be the derived instance and the leaf formula respectively in any branch βi with i ∈ {1..n}. Then,
(1) T |= ∀(Gθi ⇔ Fi)






i unf (G) as the disjunction of all formulae in unf (G).
Proof. (1) T |= ∀(Gθi ⇔ Fi).
(1) By construction of βi , every variable which occurs in Fi also occurs in Gθi . Hence, every substitution γ that converts
Gθi into a ground formula Gθiγ also converts Fi into a ground formula Fiγ
(2) By definition of derivation, every derivation in βi replaces an atom by an equivalent formula in T .
(3) From (1) and (2), T |= Gθiγ ⇔ Fiγ , for every γ . Therefore, T |= ∀(Gθi ⇔ Fi).
Proof. (2) T |= ∀(G(X) ⇔ ∨i unf (G)).
(1) By completeness of G,T , GH = ⋃i=1..n(Gθi)H .
(2) From (1), for every Gϕ ∈ GH , there exist θi with i ∈ {1..n} and a ground substitution γ such that Gθiγ = Gϕ . This
means that, for every ϕ , there exists θiγ such that ϕ = θiγ . Therefore, T |= ∀(G ⇒ ∨i unf (G)).
(3) From (1), for every Gθiγ ∈ ⋃i=1..n(Gθi)H , there is a ground substitution ϕ such that Gθiγ = Gϕ . This means that, 
for every θiγ , there exists ϕ such that θiγ = ϕ . Therefore, T |= ∀(G ⇐ ∨i unf (G)).
(4) From (2) and (3), T |= ∀(G ⇔ ∨i unf (G)).
Lemma 4 (Unfolding preserves evaluations). Let unf (G) be the unfolding of a formula G whose derivation tree is G,T . Let Gθi and 
Fi be the derived instance and the leaf formula respectively in any branch βi in G,T .
If every atom in ∀(Gθiδ) matches an evaluation signature in T then ∀(Fiδ) has evaluation in T , being δ a substitution.
Proof. Every leaf formula Fi in G,T is reached by applying derivations to G in a theory T that preserves evaluations. If 
every atom in ∀(Gθiδ) matches an evaluation signature in T then, by Lemma 1, every atom in any formula of ∀(Gθiδ),T
also matches an evaluation signature in T . In particular, this is true for the leaf formula ∀(Fiδ). Then, by Lemma 2, ∀(Fiδ)
has evaluation in T .
Lemma 5 (Rewriting preserves semantics). Let F be a quantifier-free formula and rew(F ) = F1 ∧ H1 ∨ ... ∨ F2k ∧ H2k the formula 
which results from rewriting F . Then,
T |= ∀(F ⇔ rew(F ))
Proof. (Proof of ⇐) T |= ∀(F ⇐ rew(F )).
For every ground substitution θ such that (F1 ∧ H1 ∨ ... ∨ F2k ∧ H2k )θ is ground, if T |= (F1 ∧ H1 ∨ ... ∨ F2k ∧ H2k )θ then,
(1) By completeness of rewriting, there exists one j ∈ {1..2k} such that T |= (F j ∧ H j)θ .
(2) By definition of rewriting, F A1,...,AkC1,...,Ck = F j , being C1, ..., Ck a combination of boolean constants replacing in F the 
respective atoms A1, ..., Ak . From (1), T |= F jθ . Hence, T |= Fθ A1θ,...,AkθC1,...,Ck .
(3) From (1), T |= H jθ and, by construction of H j , each boolean constant Ci in Fθ A1θ,...,AkθC1,...,Ck will represent the evaluation 
of Aiθ in T . Hence, T |= Fθ .
(4) From (1) .. (3), T |= Fθ ⇐ (F1 ∧ H1 ∨ ... ∨ F2k ∧ H2k )θ , for every ground substitution θ . Therefore T |= ∀(F ⇐ rew(F )).
(Proof of ⇒) T |= ∀(F ⇒ rew(F )).
For every ground substitution θ such that Fθ is ground, if T |= Fθ then,
(1) T |= Fθ A1θ,...,AkθC1,...,Ck for some combination of boolean constants C1, ..., Ck .
(2) By construction, every combination of boolean constants C1, ..., Ck have been considered in F1 ∧ H1 ∨ ... ∨ F2k ∧ H2k .
Therefore, it must exist j ∈ {1..2k} such that Fθ A1θ,...,AkθC1,...,Ck = F jθ .
(3) From (2), and by construction of H j , T |= H jθ .
(4) From (2) and (3), T |= F jθ ∧ H jθ . Therefore T |= (F1 ∧ H1 ∨ ... ∨ F2k ∧ H2k )θ .
(5) From (1) .. (4), T |= Fθ ⇒ (F1 ∧ H1 ∨ ... ∨ F2k ∧ H2k )θ , for every ground substitution θ . Therefore, T |= ∀(F ⇒ rew(F )).
Lemma 6 (Rewriting preserves evaluations). Let rew(F ) be the rewriting of F . If every atom in ∀(F δ) instantiates an evaluation 
signature in T then ∀(rew(F )δ) has an evaluation in T , being δ a substitution.
Proof. By definition of rewriting, ∀(rew(F )δ) is a formula exclusively composed of atoms that occur in ∀(F δ). By assuming 
that every atom in ∀(F δ) instantiates an evaluation signature in T then, by Corollary 2, ∀(rew(F )δ) has evaluation in T .
Corollary 5 (Folding preserves semantics). Let f old(F ) be the folding of a formula F . Then,
T ∪ S(ri), ...,∪S(ri+k) |= ∀(F ⇔ f old(F ))
with S(ri), ..., S(ri+k) as the auxiliary specifications used in the folding step.
Proof. By definition of auxiliary specification (Definition 6), f old(F ) is derived from F by replacing sub-formulae (the 
right-hand sides of an auxiliary specification) by equivalent atoms (the left-hand sides of auxiliary specifications).
Corollary 6 (Folding preserves evaluations). Let f old(F ) be the folding of a formula F . Then,
T ∪ S(ri), ...,∪S(ri+k) |= ∀(F ⇔ f old(F ))
with S(ri), ..., S(ri+k) as the auxiliary specifications used in the folding step.
Proof. By definition (Definition 6), every auxiliary specification preserves the construction of evaluations.
Corollary 7 (Unfold/fold transformation step preserves semantics). Let S(ri) be an auxiliary specification in the language of a theory 
T and S∗(ri) the synthesized specification resulting from the unfold/fold transformation step of S(ri). Then,
T ∪ S(ri) |= riθ iff T ∪ S∗(ri) ∪ S(ri+1), ...,∪S(ri+k) |= riθ
T ∪ S(ri) |= ¬riθ iff T ∪ S∗(ri) ∪ S(ri+1), ...,∪S(ri+k) |= ¬riθ
with riθ as a ground atom and S(ri+1), ..., S(ri+k) as the new auxiliary specification generated in the transformation step.
Proof. The unfold/fold transformation step is internally structured as a sequential composition of meaning-preserving steps 
(see Corollary 3, Lemma 3, Lemma 5, Corollary 5).
Corollary 8 (Unfold/fold transformation preserves evaluations). Let S(ri) be an auxiliary specification in the language of a theory T
and S∗(ri) the synthesized specification resulting from the unfold/fold transformation step of S(ri). Then,
T ∪ S(ri)  riθ iff T ∪ S∗(ri) ∪ S(ri+1), ...,∪S(ri+k)  riθ
T ∪ S(ri)  ¬riθ iff T ∪ S∗(ri) ∪ S(ri+1), ...,∪S(ri+k)  ¬riθ
with riθ as a ground atom and S(ri+1), ..., S(ri+k) as the new auxiliary specification generated in the transformation step.
Proof. The unfold/fold transformation step is internally structured as a sequential composition of steps which preserve 
evaluations (see Corollary 4, Lemma 4, Lemma 6 and Corollary 6).
Theorem 3 (The synthesis method is terminating). The amount of iterations in the synthesis process of an assertion definition is finite.
Proof. By construction, the unfolding step generates formulae which preserve the structure of logical connectives in the 
right-hand side of the assertion definition and generates atoms all having form of non-lower f-atoms. By definition, the 
set of f-atoms in any theory is finite. Therefore, the set of f-formulae we can generate by unfolding is always finite. The 
rewriting step only generates two classes of formulae (denoted by Fi and Hi in Sect. 4). By definition, Fi preserves the 
structure of logical connectives and contains a subset of atoms generated from the unfolding step. Therefore, the set of 
f-formulae derived from Fi is also finite. By definition, Hi is a conjunction of literals containing atoms previously generated
in the unfolding step. Therefore, the set of f-atoms corresponding to such atoms is also finite. Patterns are inferred from
formulae Fi and Hi . Therefore, the set of inferred patterns can not be infinite. Considering that in each iteration we can
transform an auxiliary specification derived from the corresponding pattern, the amount of iterations in the transformation
process is necessarily finite.
Theorem 4 (The synthesis method preserves semantics). Let D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ Q Y R(X, Y )) be an assertion definition written in the 
language of a theory T and P (r) the positive logic program resulting from the synthesis of D(r). Then,
(1) Q = ∀ in D(r):
T ∪ D(r) |= ¬r(X)θ if P (r) |= r(X)θ
T ∪ D(r) |= r(X)θ if P (r) |= r(X)θ
(2) Q = ∃ in D(r):
T ∪ D(r) |= r(X)θ if P (r) |= r(X)θ
T ∪ D(r) |= ¬r(X)θ if P (r) |= r(X)θ
being θ a ground substitution for X.
Proof. (1)
(1) By Corollary 7, each iteration (or equivalently, each unfold/fold transformation step) in the synthesis process of S(r1)
preserves semantics.
(2) By Theorem 3, the synthesis process of S(r1) is terminating reaching a positive logic program P (r1).
(3) From (1) and (2), we can conclude that T ∪ S(r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ and T ∪ S(r1) |=
¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ .
(4) From (3) and by definition of r1, T ∪ S(r1) |= ∃Y ¬R(X, Y )θ if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ and T ∪ S(r1) |= ¬∃Y ¬R(X, Y )θ
if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ .
(5) From (4), T ∪ S(r1) |= ¬∀Y R(X, Y )θ if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ and T ∪ S(r1) |= ∀Y R(X, Y )θ if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ .
(6) From (5) and by definition of r, T ∪ D(r) |= ¬r(X)θ if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ and T ∪ D(r) |= r(X)θ if P (r1) |=
∃Y r1(X, Y )θ .
(7) From (6) and by definition of r in P (r) (see Sect. 5), T ∪ D(r) |= ¬r(X)θ if P (r) |= r(X)θ and T ∪ D(r) |= r(X)θ if
P (r) |= r(X)θ .
Proof. (2)
(1) By Corollary 7, each iteration (or equivalently, each unfold/fold transformation step) in the synthesis process of S(r1)
preserves semantics.
(2) By Theorem 3, the synthesis process of S(r1) is terminating reaching a positive logic program P (r1).
(3) From (1) and (2), we can conclude that T ∪ S(r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ and T ∪ S(r1) |=
¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ .
(4) From (3) and by definition of r1, T ∪ S(r1) |= ∃Y R(X, Y )θ if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ and T ∪ S(r1) |= ¬∃Y R(X, Y )θ if
P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ .
(5) From (4) and by definition of r, T ∪ D(r) |= r(X)θ if P (r1) |= ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ and T ∪ D(r) |= ¬r(X)θ if P (r1) |=
∃Y r1(X, Y )θ .
(6) From (5) and by definition of r in P (r) (see Sect. 5), T ∪ D(r) |= r(X)θ if P (r) |= r(X)θ and T ∪ D(r) |= ¬r(X)θ if
P (r) |= r(X)θ .
Theorem 5 (Synthesis preserves evaluations). Let D(r) = ∀X(r(X) ⇔ Q Y R(X, Y )) be an assertion definition written in the language 
of a theory T and P (r) the positive logic program resulting from the synthesis of D(r). Then,
(1) Q = ∀ in D(r):
T ∪ D(r)  r(X)θ if P (r) ∪ {⇐ r(X)θ} has no SLD-refutation.
T ∪ D(r)  ¬r(X)θ if P (r) ∪ {⇐ r(X)θ} has an SLD-refutation.
(2) Q = ∃ in D(r):
T ∪ D(r)  r(X)θ if P (r) ∪ {⇐ r(X)θ} has an SLD-refutation.
T ∪ D(r)  ¬r(X)θ if P (r) ∪ {⇐ r(X)θ} has no SLD-refutation.
being θ a ground substitution for X.
Proof. (1)
(1) By Corollary 8, every unfold/fold transformation step in the synthesis of S(r1) preserves the construction of evalu-
ations for formulae of the form ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ . Therefore, T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if and only if T ∪ S∗(r1) ∪ ... ∪ S∗(rn) 
∃Y r1(X, Y )θ and T ∪ S(r1)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if and only if T ∪ S∗(r1) ∪ ... ∪ S∗(rn)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ , being S∗(r1), ..., S∗(rn)
the set of synthesized specifications.
(2) From (1) and by construction of P (r1), it is not difficult to realize that T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if there is some
success branch in the SLD-tree for P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} (that is, P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} has an SLD-refutation [37]) 
and T ∪ S(r1)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if there is not any success branch in the SLD-tree for P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} (that is, 
P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} has no SLD-refutation [37]). No infinite SLD-derivations are possible for P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ}.
(3) By definition of r1, T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ iff T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y ¬R(X, Y )θ and T ∪ S(r1)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ iff T ∪ S(r1) 
¬∃Y ¬R(X, Y )θ .
(4) From (3) and by equivalence, T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ iff T ∪ S(r1)  ¬∀Y R(X, Y )θ and T ∪ S(r1)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ iff
T ∪ S(r1)  ∀Y R(X, Y )θ .
(5) From (4) and by definition of r, T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ iff T ∪ D(r)  ¬r(X)θ and T ∪ S(r1)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ iff
T ∪ D(r)  r(X)θ .
(6) From (2) and (5), T ∪ D(r)  ¬r(X)θ if P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} has an SLD-refutation and T ∪ D(r)  r(X)θ if
P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} has no SLD-refutation.
(7) From (6) and by definition of r in P (r) (see Sect. 5), T ∪ D(r)  ¬r(X)θ if P (r) ∪ {⇐ r(X)θ} has an SLD-refutation
and T ∪ D(r)  r(X)θ if P (r) ∪ {⇐ r(X)θ} has no SLD-refutation.
Proof. (2)
(1) By Corollary 8, every unfold/fold transformation step in the synthesis of S(r1) preserves the construction of evalu-
ations for formulae of the form ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ . Therefore, T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if and only if T ∪ S∗(r1) ∪ ... ∪ S∗(rn) 
∃Y r1(X, Y )θ and T ∪ S(r1)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if and only if T ∪ S∗(r1) ∪ ... ∪ S∗(rn)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ , being S∗(r1), ..., S∗(rn)
the set of synthesized specifications.
(2) From (1) and by construction of P (r1), it is not difficult to realize that T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if there is some
success branch in the SLD-tree for P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} (that is, P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} has an SLD-refutation [37]) 
and T ∪ S(r1)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ if there is not any success branch in the SLD-tree for P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} (that is, 
P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} has no SLD-refutation [37]). No infinite SLD-derivations are possible for P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ}.
(3) By definition of r1, T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ iff T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y R(X, Y )θ and T ∪ S(r1)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ iff T ∪ S(r1) 
¬∃Y R(X, Y )θ .
(4) From (3) and by definition of r, T ∪ S(r1)  ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ iff T ∪ D(r)  r(X)θ and T ∪ S(r1)  ¬∃Y r1(X, Y )θ iff
T ∪ D(r)  ¬r(X)θ .
(5) From (2) and (4), T ∪ D(r)  r(X)θ if P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} has an SLD-refutation and T ∪ D(r)  ¬r(X)θ if
P (r1) ∪ {⇐ ∃Y r1(X, Y )θ} has no SLD-refutation.
(6) From (7) and by definition of r in P (r) (see Sect. 5), T ∪ D(r)  r(X)θ if P (r) ∪ {⇐ r(X)θ} has an SLD-refutation and
T ∪ D(r)  ¬r(X)θ if P (r) ∪ {⇐ r(X)θ} has no SLD-refutation.
Example 10 (Predicate specifications). This example shows the set of predicate specifications used in the writing of the asser-
tion definitions in Example 4.
Predicate signature: append : Seq × Seq × Seq
Evaluation signature: 1. append : Seq × Seq × Seq↓
Axioms:
append(empty, empty, empty) ⇔ true
∀(append(empty, seq(E, L), empty) ⇔ f alse)
∀(append(seq(X, Y ), empty, empty) ⇔ f alse)
∀(append(seq(X, Y ), seq(E, L), empty) ⇔ f alse)
∀(append(empty, empty, seq(V , W )) ⇔ f alse)
∀(append(empty, seq(E, L), seq(V , W )) ⇔ id(E, V ) ∧ idSeq(L, W ))
∀(append(seq(X, Y ), emptyseq, seq(V , W )) ⇔ id(X, V ) ∧ idSeq(Y , W ))
∀(append(seq(X, Y ), seq(E, L), seq(V , W )) ⇔ id(X, V ) ∧ append(Y , seq(E, L), W ))
Predicate signature: pref ix : Seq × Seq
Evaluation signature: 1. pref ix : Seq × Seq↓ 2. pref ix : Seq↓ ×Seq
Axioms:
pref ix(empty, empty) ⇔ true
∀(pref ix(empty, seq(E, L)) ⇔ true)
∀(pref ix(seq(E, L), empty) ⇔ f alse)
∀(pref ix(seq(N, M), seq(E, L)) ⇔ id(N, E) ∧ pref ix(M, L))
Predicate signature: size : Seq × Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. size : Seq × Nat↓
Axioms:
size(empty, zero) ⇔ true
∀(size(empty, succ(N)) ⇔ f alse)
∀(size(seq(X, L), zero) ⇔ f alse)
∀(size(seq(X, L), succ(N)) ⇔ size(L, N))
Predicate signature: opref ix : Seq × Seq
Evaluation signature: 1. opref ix : Seq × Seq↓ 2. opref ix : Seq↓ ×Seq
Axioms:
opref ix(empty, empty) ⇔ true
∀(opref ix(empty, seq(F , empty)) ⇔ true)
∀(opref ix(empty, seq(F , seq(V , W ))) ⇔ true)
∀(opref ix(seq(E, empty), empty) ⇔ f alse)
∀(opref ix(seq(E, seq(X, Y )), empty) ⇔ f alse)
∀(opref ix(seq(E, emptyseq), seq(F , emptyseq)) ⇔ id(E, F ))
∀(opref ix(seq(E, emptyseq), seq(F , seq(V , W ))) ⇔ id(E, F ))
∀(opref ix(seq(E, seq(X, Y )), seq(F , empty)) ⇔ f alse)
∀(opref ix(seq(E, seq(X, Y )), seq(F , seq(V , W ))) ⇔
id(E, F ) ∧ le(F , V ) ∧ opref ix(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W )))
Predicate signature: lts : Seq × Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. lts : Seq↓ ×Nat
Axioms:
∀(lts(empty, N) ⇔ true)
∀(lts(seq(X, Y ), N) ⇔ lt(X, N) ∧ lts(Y , N))
Predicate signature: ges : Seq × Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. ges : Seq↓ ×Nat
Axioms:
∀(ges(empty, N) ⇔ true)
∀(ges(seq(X, Y ), N) ⇔ ge(X, N) ∧ ges(Y , N))
Predicate signature: eqs : Seq
Evaluation signature: 1. eqs : Seq↓
Axioms:
eqs(empty) ⇔ true
∀(eqs(seq(X, empty)) ⇔ true)
∀(eqs(seq(X, seq(V , W ))) ⇔ id(X, V ) ∧ eqs(seq(V , W )))
Predicate signature: le : Nat × Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. le : Nat↓ ×Nat 2. le : Nat × Nat↓
Axioms:
le(zero, zero) ⇔ true
∀(le(zero, succ(Y )) ⇔ true)
∀(le(succ(X), zero) ⇔ true)
∀(le(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇔ le(X, Y ))
Predicate signature: lt : Nat × Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. lt : Nat↓ ×Nat 2. lt : Nat × Nat↓
Axioms:
lt(zero, zero) ⇔ f alse
∀(lt(zero, succ(Y )) ⇔ true)
∀(lt(succ(X), zero) ⇔ f alse)
∀(lt(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇔ lt(X, Y ))
Predicate signature: ge : Nat × Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. ge : Nat↓ ×Nat 2. ge : Nat × Nat↓
Axioms:
ge(zero, zero) ⇔ true
∀(ge(zero, succ(Y )) ⇔ f alse)
∀(ge(succ(X), zero) ⇔ true)
∀(ge(succ(X), succ(Y )) ⇔ ge(X, Y ))
Predicate signature: idSeq : Seq × Seq
Evaluation signature: 1. idSeq : Seq↓ ×Seq 2. idSeq : Seq × Seq↓
Axioms:
idSeq(emptyseq, emptyseq) ⇔ true
∀(idSeq(emptyseq, seq(V , W )) ⇔ f alse)
∀(idSeq(seq(X, Y ), emptyseq) ⇔ f alse)
∀(idSeq(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W )) ⇔ id(X, V ) ∧ idSeq(Y , W ))
Predicate signature: elem : Nat × Seq × Nat
Evaluation signature: 1. elem : Nat↓ ×Seq↓ ×Nat
Axioms:
∀(elem(zero, emptyseq, E) ⇔ f alse)
∀(elem(succ(N), emptyseq, E) ⇔ f alse)
∀(elem(zero, seq(X, Y ), E) ⇔ id(X, E))
∀(elem(succ(N), seq(X, Y ), E) ⇔ elem(N, Y , E))
Example 11 (Synthesized logic program P (plateau)). This example shows the positive logic program generated by our synthe-
sizer for checking the assertion definition D(plateau) (see Example 4).
∀(plateau(S, N) ⇐ plateau1(S, L, N)))
∀(plateau1(seq(X, Y ), empty, N) ⇐ plateau2(X, Y , N))
∀(plateau1(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N) ⇐ plateau3(Y , W , X, N), plateau4(X, V ))
∀(plateau1(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N) ⇐ plateau2(X, Y , N), plateau5(X, V ))
∀(plateau1(empty, seq(V , W ), N) ⇐ plateau6(N))
∀(plateau1(empty, empty, N) ⇐ plateau6(N))
∀(plateau2(N, Y , succ(M)) ⇐ plateau9(N, Y , M))
∀(plateau2(N, Y , zero) ⇐ plateau10(N, Y ))
∀(plateau3(Y , W , N, succ(M)) ⇐ plateau13(Y , W , N, M))
∀(plateau3(Y , W , N, zero) ⇐ plateau14(Y , W , N))
plateau4(zero, zero) ⇐ plateau16
∀(plateau4(succ(N), succ(M)) ⇐ plateau4(N, M))
∀(plateau5(succ(X), zero) ⇐ plateau16)
∀(plateau5(zero, succ(M)) ⇐ plateau16)
∀(plateau5(succ(N), succ(M)) ⇐ plateau5(N, M))
plateau6(zero) ⇐ plateau7
plateau7 ⇐ true
∀(plateau9(N, seq(V , W ), M) ⇐ plateau2(V , W , M), plateau4(N, V ))
∀(plateau9(N, seq(V , W ), M) ⇐ plateau12(V , W , M), plateau5(N, V ))
∀(plateau10(N, seq(V , W )) ⇐ plateau10(V , W ), plateau4(N, V ))
∀(plateau12(X, Y , succ(M)) ⇐ plateau21(Y , M))
∀(plateau13(seq(X, Y ), empty, N, M) ⇐ plateau2(X, Y , M), plateau4(N, X))
∀(plateau13(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N, M) ⇐ plateau19(Y , W , X, M), plateau4(X, V ), plateau5(N, X))
∀(plateau13(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N, M) ⇐ plateau2(X, Y , M), plateau5(X, V ), plateau4(N, X))
∀(plateau13(seq(X, Y ), empty, N, M) ⇐ plateau12(X, Y , M), plateau5(N, X))
∀(plateau13(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N, M) ⇐ plateau3(Y , W , X, M), plateau4(X, V ), plateau4(N, X))
∀(plateau13(empty, empty, N, M) ⇐ plateau6(M))
∀(plateau13(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N, M) ⇐ plateau12(X, Y , M), plateau5(X, V ), plateau5(N, X))
∀(plateau13(empty, seq(X, Y ), N, M) ⇐ plateau6(M))
∀(plateau14(seq(X, Y ), empty, N) ⇐ plateau10(X, Y ), plateau4(N, X))
∀(plateau14(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N) ⇐ plateau14(Y , W , X), plateau4(X, V ), plateau4(N, X))
∀(plateau14(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N) ⇐ plateau10(X, Y ), plateau5(X, V ), plateau4(N, X))
∀(plateau14(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N) ⇐ plateau18(Y , W ), plateau4(X, V ), plateau5(N, X))
plateau16 ⇐ true
∀(plateau18(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W )) ⇐ plateau18(Y , W ), plateau4(X, V ))
∀(plateau19(Y , W , N, succ(M)) ⇐ plateau25(Y , W , M))
∀(plateau19(Y , W , N, zero) ⇐ plateau18(Y , W ))
∀(plateau21(seq(X, Y ), succ(N)) ⇐ plateau21(Y , N))
∀(plateau25(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N) ⇐ plateau12(X, Y , N), plateau5(X, V ))
∀(plateau25(seq(X, Y ), seq(V , W ), N) ⇐ plateau19(Y , W , X, N), plateau4(X, V ))
∀(plateau25(seq(X, Y ), empty, N) ⇐ plateau12(X, Y , N))
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